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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Goals of The Class

This lecture note gives a basic knowledge of microeconomics, which constitutes a
basis for economic research. From the author’s perspective, microeconomic courses
in the first-year PhDs have the following objectives:

1. giving students a foundation to read, understand, and create academic knowl-
edge.

2. giving a very basic knowledge of the field for those who pursue micro-theoretical
research.

I believe the first point is the most fundamental benefit of microeconomics.

1.2 Microeconomics as a Discipline

(Academic) discipline is a word that means a specific branch of knowledge, and
experts and students of certain discipline follows specific procedure and use specific
analytical tools to study the subject. For example, physics means not only studying
something “physical” but also a group of analytical methods (i.e., mathematics) to
study those physical phenomena; sociology studies social phenomena with specific
methodologies regarded as “sociology-like.” Especially after 1970s, economics has
applied its analytical framework to far wider variety of social phenomenon than
before; economics is no longer regarded as merely studying markets or economic
policy. Economics is a discipline.

The main part of the discipline of economics is what we study in microeco-
nomics: indeed, virtually all the branches in economics are micro-funded and any
academic research (including reduced-form empirical models) uses knowledge of
microeconomics. I want to emphasize that, for the most part, the material for the
class is a must for serious economists.

7



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.3 Notes on Rational Decision for Social Sciences

In this lecture, we focus only on rational decision theory, which consists in opti-
mization on the side of decision makers (and sometimes the somewhat notorious
assumption of rational expectations).1 While the recent development of behavioral
and experimental economics has criticized the rational-individual paradigm, there
are several reasons to regard the theory as standard and important.

First, the rational decision theory gives tractable benchmarks that helps us draw
implications to real economic problems.

Second, the predictions by rational decision theory are, to our knowledge, more
persistent than those led by “sentiments” or “goodwills.” I give two examples
on how rational decision theory matters for our real world. The first example is
an experimental result shown by Ito, Ida and Tanaka (2018) .2 They conducted a
field experiment on energy usage, in which the subjects were grouped into three:
a group without any treatment (control group), one with moral instructions on
conservation of energy, and one which confronts higher energy prices. The result
of the experiment is given in Figure .

Figure 1.3.1 Effect of Moral Suasion (Figure 2 in Ito et al. (2018))

It shows that while in the short run the moral suasion succeeded in reducing en-
ergy usage by eight percent, the effect is not persistent and decays with multiple
intervention by suasions. The economic incentives, on the other hand, succeeded

1Here I am sloppy with the definition of “rationality.”
2Also see the article “Encouraging energy conservation” (https://www.aeaweb.org/research/charts/energy-

conservation-economic-incentives-moral-suasion (as of 2018/03/10)).
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in reducing energy usage both in the short and long run, with larger amount of
reduction. The result suggests that the rational, economic incentive has larger and
persistent impact on people’s behavior.

The other experimental result is from experiments on game theory, so called
infinitely repeated games. In the meta-study of experiments on a class of games in
which the Prisoners’ dilemma game is repeated indefinitely, Dal Bo and Frechette
(2018) found that as the subjects accumulate experience playing the game, their
behavior approaches as predicted by theory. This is shown in Figure 1.3.2.

Figure 1.3.2 Convergence to Equilibrium (Figure 1 in Dal Bo and Frechette (2018))

Each round of the prisoners’ dilemma game is such that each player has an in-
centive to defect rather than cooperate irrespective of the other player’s choice of
cooperation or defection while both choosing to cooperate is mutually beneficial to
them. The economic theory shows that if the repetition of the game is equivalent
to one-shot (when δ = 0, cooperation is impossible while if the game has enough
possibility of repetition (when δ = 0.9), players can sustain cooperation. The figure
plots the average rates of cooperation for the two cases at each stage of experience
of the subjects. It can be seen that as subjects accumulate experience, they tend to
cooperate in repeated setting while they tend to defect in one-shot setting. This ex-
ample suggests that, even in more complex game-theoretic situation, the prediction
of theory is quite pervasive.

Of course, social phenomena do not depend only on these rational postulates,
but these examples suggest enough reasons for us to focus on theories of rationality.
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Chapter 2

Formulations of Games

2.1 Strategic Situations

Game theory is a theory of interaction between agents who individually and ratio-
nally make decisions in situations of mutual dependence. The theory could be
regarded as multi-agent extension of single-agent decision making. To introduce
the material to the reader, let us first see several examples of the focus of game
theory.

2.1.1 Example (Competition in a Market) Suppose that you are an analyst hired by an
industrial company. You are expected to advise the company how much amount of the
product to produce in the market. You know that there are two dominant firms in the market
(i.e., the market is duopoly) and the impact by the fringe is negligible. Based on the research,
you have figured out the market demand function in the market and you are also sure that
the competitor should have the same information as your company. How much amount of
production would you advise to the company?

2.1.2 Example (Inspection in an Airport) Suppose that you are a consultant hired by an
airport, who is responsible for making a policy on deterring smuggling (importing prohibited
commodities). You decide to what extent the airport and inspectors make efforts to check each
suspect. Of course, the more intensively they inspect, the higher the probability of detecting
the smuggling, but the more costly for the airport it is. The real smugglers would learn the
exact probability of detection after they obtain experience.

At first sight, this does not seem to be so strategic; actually it is. After learning the
probability of being detected, the suspects would also change their strategies for smuggling.
They might stop smuggling and wait for the authority to exhaust their resources or they
might continue to smuggle after the calculation of cost and benefits. The policy maker needs
to consider the change of behaviors by suspects caused by policy changes.1

What would be the optimal (i.e., maximizing the probability of detection minus the cost)
inspection policy for the airport?

The above two examples are so-called “static environment,” in which the strate-
gic situation can be modeled as one-shot event. The following examples are of

1This is often the case with solving social problems while has been ignored many times.
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14 CHAPTER 2. FORMULATIONS OF GAMES

dynamic environment.

2.1.3 Example (Forming a Cartel) Now you are a president of a large industrial company
in an oligopolistic market. In a meeting of the industrial association, a president of another
dominant firm came to you and said “why don’t we make an agreement to keep the product
price high and obtain huge profits?” He said all the major firms in the market has agreed to
join. Since you were also concerned with declining profits in the industry because of demand
change, you decided to join as well.

In the “cartel” meeting, the members discusses the current situation of the industry and
got an exact figure on market conditions, demand functions, etc. It seems that the antitrust
authority is not a threat for them and the cartel goes well. However, there is one concern—
if all but one firms keep restricting the output (thus try to elevating price) and one firm
produce a bit more (so that the price is lower than expected but the firm can sell more)2, then
the one firm would obtain a huge profits. If each firm realizes that and tries to lower prices
little bit, then the price would go back to the original level. Would the cartel be successful?

These are only a few of many interesting examples that game theory can address.
Because these situations are sometimes too complicated to analize, in elementary

stages of study, it is useful to see the following abstract examples.

2.1.4 Example (Prisoners’ Dilemma Game) One simplification of the cartel game is to
consider the following static game: Let us consider a cartel by two firms for simplicity. Each
firm can choose either producing half the monopoly-level of production (denoted by qM) or
producing an amount larger than qM, denoted by qC. Now the strategic situation could be
parametrized as in the “bi-matrix,” in the bottom of this example block.

Each row and column denotes choices made by each firm and the two numbers in each
cell denote (vNM-) utility indexes3 for the firm choosing row and column, respectively. An
important feature of the game is that, while the choice (qM, qM) is beneficial for both of
the firms, both firms prefer to choose qC. Heuristically, it seems reasonable that each firm
independently chooses qC and both firms are worse off compared to the better outcome. This
situation is quite prevalent in many social situations and this specific example is called
“Prisoners’ Dilemma game.”4

qM qC

qM 1, 1 −1, 2
qC 2,−1 0, 0

2.1.5 Example (Matching Pennies) The inspection situation has a property that “if the
inspector would inspect all the suspects, then possible suspects would stop smuggling (and
possibly wait for the policy change) while if the inspector completely ceases inspection, then
all the possible suspects would smuggle.” This situation can be abstracted as the bi-matrix
at the bottom.

Suppose first that the Inspector (the row player) chooses to inspect: if the Suspect (the
column player) Smuggles, then the Suspect is caught (payoff (1,−1)) while in the Suspect

2That this assures the deviating firm higher profit can be shown easily.
3In game theory, it is conventional to use the word “payoff.”
4The typical story on this model is written in any game-theory textbook and I will omit it here.
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does not smuggle, the cost of inspection is incurred by the Inspector (payoff (−1, 1)). Next
suppose that the Inspector does not inspect. If the Suspect smuggles, then the illegal com-
modity is imported (payoff (−1, 1)) and if the Suspect does not smuggle, then the cost of
Inspection is saved while nothing bad occurs (payoff (1,−1)).

The abstract game seems to be a cat-and-mouse game, i.e., at each outcome, one player
wants to change her choice. This game is usually called matching-pennies game from a very
simple game.

Smuggle Not Smuggle
Inspect 1,−1 −1, 1

Not Inspect −1, 1 1,−1

2.1.6 Example (Repetition of Prisoners’ Dilemma Game) The cartel game can be thought
of as a repetition of a prisoners’ dilemma game. Since the formulation will be a bit compli-
cated and need preparation, it is deferred to later chapters.

The following are “killer examples” in applications of game theory to industry.

2.1.7 Case Study (Online Advertisement Auction) Online search engines such as Baidu
and Google make profits by their online advertisement. The auction is done by word-by-word
basis and advertisers (buyers of ads location) bids on the price of ads per click. For example,
if a travel agency wants to buy an ad place in the search-results page of “Hawaii,” they bid
some amount of money and, depending on their rank among bidders in the keyword, obtain
a place which might draw searchers’ attention. Given some procedure to determine the price
of ads, the advertiser pays the search engine by price-per-click basis. In 2005, over 98%
of Google’s revenue was from this online advertising (Edelman, Ostrovsky and Schwarz,
2007).

2.1.8 Case Study (Setting Reserve Prices for Online Ads Auction) In another study,
Ostrovsky and Schwarz (2016) conducted a field experiment in which they set the reserve
price of the online ads auction to theoretically optimal level. Although there are heterogeneity
in revenue effects depending on each keywords’ popularity, they found that the auctioneer
(Yahoo!) can raise their per-search revenue by 3.9%, which is a substantial amount given
the size of the market.

2.2 Strategic-Form Game: Formal Description

First we discuss how to formulate static games. In static situations, what is impor-
tant is

• who is playing the game?

• what choices are available for them?

• what are the effect of the consequences of the choices?

They are the basic information needed for analyses.
Formally, the strategic-form game is defined as follows:
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2.2.1 Definition A strategic-form game G = (I , (Si)i∈I , (ui)i∈I) consists of the following
objects:

• I = {1, 2, . . . , n} is the set of n > 0 players.

• For i ∈ I , Si is a set of strategies of player i.

• For i ∈ I , ui : ∏i∈I Si → R

When all Si are finite for i ∈ I , then G is called finite.

2.2.2 Remark We restrict attention to games with finitely many players. There are some
games with (possibly) infinitely many players, but they are beyond the scope of the current
lecture.

2.2.3 Remark To be mathematically precise, the definition of payoff functions (ui) contains
all the information for strategic-form games: the number of the players is the dimension of
the function and the domain of each dimension is strategy set. This redundancy is basically
convention and ease for understanding.

The examples given before can be formally described by the strategic-form
games.

2.2.4 Example (Prisoners’ Dilemma Game (Cont)) The prisoners’ dilemma game given
earlier can be written as

• I = {1, 2},

• Si = {qM, qC}, and

• u1 is such that

u1(q1, q2) =


1 if (q1, q2) = (qM, qM)

−1 if (q1, q2) = (qM, qC)

2 if (q1, q2) = (qC, qM)

0 if (q1, q2) = (qC, qC)

Similar for u2, by symmetry.

Exercise 1 Formulate the strategic-form game for the matching-pennies game.

2.2.5 Example (Cournot Oligopoly Game) More complicated formulation for the market-
competition game is possible. Let the number of firms n, the choice of amount of production
by firm i be some nonnegative amount qi, and the inverse demand function given by, for
some A > 0,

P(q1, . . . , qn) := max

{
A − ∑

1≤i≤n
qi, 0

}

=:

(
A − ∑

1≤i≤n
qi

)+
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i.e., the price under production levels (q1, . . . , qn) is given by A − ∑
1≤i≤n

qi as long as it

is positive. Also assume that the per-unit production cost is the same for all firms and is
denoted by c > 0.

The strategic-form representation of this game is given by the following:

• I = {1, 2, . . . , n},

• Si = [0, ∞), and

• ui is such that

ui((q1, q2, . . . , qn)) = qi

(A − ∑
1≤i≤n

qi

)+

− c


The static oligopoly game of quantity setting competition is called Cournot model.

Exercise 2 Consider the heterogenous-product version of Cournot game. For sim-
plicity, let n = 2. For firm i and j ̸= i, let the inverse demand function for firm-i
good be

P(qi, qj) =
(
1 − aqi + bqj

)+
for a > 0. Now note that there is a term that captures the impact of the product by
the other firm in each firm’s demand function: if b > 0, for example, the two goods
are complements. Formulate the Cournot competition game in this case.

2.2.6 Example (Bertrand Competition Model) The readers might wonder why firms
choose quantities instead of setting prices, the latter being seemingly natural. One reason
is that the quantity-setting and price-setting models often give different predictions of the
models and the former model gives more or less plausible predictions. The static price-setting
oligopoly model is called Bertrand model.

Consider two-player version of the model. Now the strategy choice is price p instead
of quantity. Assume that the market demand is now given by a usual demand function
D(p) = max{1 − p, 0} and the common per-unit production cost c > 0. Importantly note
that if the good is homogeneous (i.e., there is no product differentiation and the products are
identical), then a firm with lower price takes all the demand. Now the Bertrand game is
formulated as follows:

• I = {1, 2},

• Si = [0, ∞), and

• u1 is such that

u1(p1, p2) =


(p1 − c)(1 − p1)

+ if p1 < p2

(p1 − c) (1−p1)
+

2 if p1 = p2

0 if p1 > p2

Similarly for u2.
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Exercise 3 Formulate the n-player homogeneous-good Bertrand model with the
same demand function as above.

2.3 Formulating Extensive-Form Games: Tree Repre-
sentation (Heuristic)

As seen above, the strategic-form games contain elements that are necessary to an-
alyze optimality of players’ decisions. In more realistic situations, however, another
aspect of strategic situations might be important i.e., the time and arrival of infor-
mation (about, say, other player’s decision).

2.3.1 Example (Entry Deterrence) Suppose that there is a monopolized market. The in-
dustry is characterized by a very specific technology (for example, a patented product) that
enables the monopolistic firm (Incumbent) to stay the only producer in the market. Now
suppose that one firm (Entrant), either because of their substitute technology or expiration
of patent, can consider entry to the market. If Entrant gives up entering, nothing would
happen to the market and Incumbent would continue enjoying the monopoly profits. If En-
trant decides to enter, then Incumbent needs to decide what reaction it should take. One
way to react is to accept its entry and obtain the duopolistic profits (such as Cournot-Nash
profits) while the other way is to trigger the price war which harms Incumbent itself as well
as Entrant.

The important insight in this situation is that Incumbent could announce to the Entrant
that it might not allow Entrant to enjoy a positive profit and would trigger a price war
should Entrant decides to enter. This is possible because Incumbent can make its decision
after observing Entrant’s action and can describe its reaction to Entrant’s former action.

As depicted in the last paragraph of the example, what makes dynamic situation
interesting is not introducing time dimension but describing the effect of arrival of
information. This would dramatically change the nature of strategic situation.

The dynamic game situation can be graphically written by the following tree.
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Entrant
<latexit sha1_base64="RxWD7hECd4jVV6CbCm8tm46nrtU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RxWD7hECd4jVV6CbCm8tm46nrtU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RxWD7hECd4jVV6CbCm8tm46nrtU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RxWD7hECd4jVV6CbCm8tm46nrtU=">AAACdXichVHLSgMxFD0d3/U16kYQQawWV/WOCIqroggufVUFlTIzpnVwXsykBS3+gD/gQjcKKuJnuPEHXPQTxGWFblx4Ox0QFfWGJCcn99ycJIZvW6EkqiaUlta29o7OrmR3T29fvzowuBV6pcAUOdOzvWDH0ENhW67ISUvaYscPhO4Yttg2jpYa+9tlEYSW527KY1/sO3rRtQqWqUum8qq65+jyMHAqy64MdFee5tUUZSiKsZ9Ai0EKcax66h32cAAPJkpwIOBCMrahI+S2Cw0En7l9VJgLGFnRvsApkqwtcZbgDJ3ZIx6LvNqNWZfXjZphpDb5FJt7wMoxTNIz3VONnuiBXuj911qVqEbDyzHPRlMr/Hz/2fBG/V+Vw7PE4afqT88SBcxHXi327kdM4xZmU18+Oa9tLKxPVtJ0Ta/s/4qq9Mg3cMtv5s2aWL9Akj9A+/7cP8HWTEajjLY2m8ouxl/RiRGMY4rfew5ZrGAVOT63jEvc4DZRV0aVCSXdTFUSsWYIX0KZ/gBizJEA</latexit>

Incumbent
<latexit sha1_base64="ltvOkxyN6e5UFLs5B2AgSXpKdHc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ltvOkxyN6e5UFLs5B2AgSXpKdHc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ltvOkxyN6e5UFLs5B2AgSXpKdHc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ltvOkxyN6e5UFLs5B2AgSXpKdHc=">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</latexit>

In
<latexit sha1_base64="fFzoHPkF2U3eePNFg7i+pS5yADg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fFzoHPkF2U3eePNFg7i+pS5yADg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fFzoHPkF2U3eePNFg7i+pS5yADg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fFzoHPkF2U3eePNFg7i+pS5yADg=">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</latexit>

Out
<latexit sha1_base64="86AKcGj4BFLc2op1BaqLETZ5PVk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="86AKcGj4BFLc2op1BaqLETZ5PVk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="86AKcGj4BFLc2op1BaqLETZ5PVk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="86AKcGj4BFLc2op1BaqLETZ5PVk=">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</latexit>

Fight
<latexit sha1_base64="yKd2cqp3GYJPxPH4Z20CaSB51g8=">AAACcXichVHLSgMxFD0dX7W+qm4UN8WiCEK5I4LiqiiIS19VwRczY2xD58VMWtDiD/gDCq4URMTPcOMPuPATxGUFNy68nQ6IinpDkpOTe25OEtO3ZaiInhJaS2tbe0eyM9XV3dPbl+4f2Ai9SmCJguXZXrBlGqGwpSsKSipbbPmBMBzTFptmeaGxv1kVQSg9d10d+WLXMYquPJSWoZja23EMVQqc2qIsltTJfjpLOYoi8xPoMcgijmUvfYMdHMCDhQocCLhQjG0YCLltQwfBZ24XNeYCRjLaFzhBirUVzhKcYTBb5rHIq+2YdXndqBlGaotPsbkHrMxgjB7plur0QHf0TO+/1qpFNRpejng2m1rh7/edDq29/atyeFYofar+9KxwiNnIq2TvfsQ0bmE19dXjs/ra3OpYbZyu6IX9X9IT3fMN3Oqrdb0iVi+Q4g/Qvz/3T7AxldMpp69MZ/Pz8VckMYJRTPB7zyCPJSyjwOcGOMclrhJ1bVjLaKPNVC0RawbxJbTJD7CWj9E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yKd2cqp3GYJPxPH4Z20CaSB51g8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yKd2cqp3GYJPxPH4Z20CaSB51g8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yKd2cqp3GYJPxPH4Z20CaSB51g8=">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</latexit>

Acquiesce
<latexit sha1_base64="vOpvKpSsIFbaXqftIzKDSwmOYUI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vOpvKpSsIFbaXqftIzKDSwmOYUI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vOpvKpSsIFbaXqftIzKDSwmOYUI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vOpvKpSsIFbaXqftIzKDSwmOYUI=">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</latexit>
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To see the full force of dynamic environment, we need another element: arrival
of information. For example in a card game, you might not know all the cards
held by your opponent. Rather, you will receive information through time as you
see some of your opponent’s moves. The formulation of extensive-form game must
include that element.

2.3.2 Example Let us see the following (a bit artificial) example. There are three players,
who choose from one of two types of policies L and R. First player 1 chooses from L and
R, after which player 2 chooses from L′ and R′, observing the choice by player 1. Finally
player 3 chooses her action; however she cannot observe player 1 and 2’s moves. She is
only informed of whether the previous players’ choices were the same or not. After player 3
chooses between L′′ and R′′, then the game ends.

Now the representation of the above example is given as follows:

figure drawn in the class

The set of nodes connected by a dotted line is called an information set. When a
player’s node is contained in an information set, the player can only observe that
the information is reached in the play of the game if it is actually reached; she
cannot observe which node in the information set is actually reached. When a node
is written without a dotted line, then we understand it as the information set is a
singleton set containing only that node.

A game in which there is non-singleton information set is called an imperfect-
information game while it is called a perfect-information game otherwise.
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The description by game tree is very natural and easy to understand. Because
sometimes we also want to formalize games with more complex situations, we will
need to study several ways to represent dynamic games.

2.4 Formulating Extensive-Form Games: Refined-Partitions
Representation∗

Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) introduce the representation of games using
partitions. While this representation is not common nowadays, the representation
has a nice decision-theoretic interpretation, which is the reason I explain it here.

2.4.1 Definition Let Z be the set of outcomes in the game on which the payoff functions
of the players are defined. Then a refined-partition representation of a game is given by a
sequence of partitions (H0,H1, . . . ,HM), where

• Hm are partitions,5

• H0 = {Z}, and

• Hm+1 is a refinement of Hm,

where the last condition means that any element of Hm can be written as a union of elements
of Hm+1.

The idea of the refined-partitions representation is the following: as a games is
played and players make decisions, the set of possible outcomes become smaller
and smaller. In other words, as more information arrives, the players have more
knowledge about which set of outcomes are possible. This precision of information
is measured by the extent of fineness of partitions.

2.4.2 Example In the example of entry deterrence, the possible outcomes are

Z = (Out, InFight, InAcquiesce).

Before the choice of Entrant, any outcome is possible; so that the partition should be H0 =
{Z}.

Consider the stage right after the choice of Entrant. If it has chosen NotEnter, then
the only possible outcome is NotEnter; if it has chosen Enter, then there are two possible
outcomes EnterFight, EnterTolerate, depending on the subsequent choice by Incumbent.
Thus the partition after the choice by Entrant is

H1 = {{Out}, {InFight, InAcquiesce}}.

Finally, after (if any) the choice of Incumbent, the outcomes of the game is completely
known. Therefore,

H2 = {{Out}, {InFight}, {InAcquiesce}}
5A partition H of Z is a collection of subsets of Z such that

– for any h1, h2 ∈ H, either h1 = h2 or h1 ∩ h2 = ∅, and

– ∪H = Z.
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2.5 Formulating Extensive-Form Games: Tree Repre-
sentation

The most common approach in representing extensive-form games is using a game
tree.

2.5.1 Definition (Game-Tree Representation of Extensive-Form Games) A tree rep-
resentation of a game is given by Γ = (X,≺, W, Z; A, a(·); I , ι(·);H, (ui)), where

• X is the set of nodes,

• ≺ is a binary relation that represents precedence between nodes, e.g., x ≺ y if y is
reached from x right after a player takes an action at x,

• W is the initial node, i.e., w ∈ X such that there is no x ∈ X such that x ≺ w,

• Z is the set of terminal nodes, i.e.,

Z = {z ∈ X : there is no x ∈ X such that z ≺ x},

• A is the set of players’ actions

• a : X \ W → A is a function that maps each non-initial nodes to the action taken
right before reaching the node,

• I is the set of players, and

• ι : X \ Z → I is a function that maps each decision node to the player who makes
decision at the node, and

• H is information partition for the game.

• ui : Z → R is payoff function of player i

The representation is first suggested by Kuhn (1953). The current exposition is
based on Kreps and Wilson (1982).

The benefit of using the tree representation is its exact correspondence with the
graph. A drawback is that it is difficult to rigorously describe an extensive-form
game which is not finite (i.e., a game which has infinitely many actions or has
infinite time horizon).

2.6 Formulating Extensive-Form Games: Sequential Rep-
resentation

Osborne and Rubinstein (1994) formulates dynamics using a representation using
sequences of actions. The sequential representation gives concise description of
games including those with perfect information. More precisely, our first definition
of sequential representations is for games with observable actions.
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2.6.1 Definition (Games with Observable Actions) An extensive-form game is said to
be a one with observable actions if the game consists of periods t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , T (T might
be infinity) and the actions chosen by all the players is observed after every period.

In this lecture, all the games we encounter are with observable actions. Any
perfect-information game is a game with observable actions.

2.6.2 Definition (Sequential Representation for Games with Observable Actions)
The sequential representation of an extensive-form game with observable actions is given by
(I ,H,Z , ι, (ui)), where

• I is a set of players,

• H is the set of (possible/admissible) histories of the form

∅,

(a0, a1, a2, . . . , at) for finite t, or

(a0, a1, a2, . . . ) (infinite sequence).

(Note that H is in general not the set of all such sequences.) The set of histories H
must satisfy the following:

– ∅ ∈ H;

– If (a0, a1, a2, . . . , at) ∈ H for some t > 0 (t could be infinite), then (a0, a1, a2, . . . , as) ∈
H for any s < t; and

– If (a0, a1, a2, . . . , at) ∈ H for any subsequence of (a0, a1, a2, . . . ), then (a0, a1, a2, . . . ) ∈
H must hold.

The empty set ∅ denotes the initial history. The second condition means that a sub-
history of a history must be possible. The third condition is a sort of continuity:
indefinite continuation of admissible histories must constitute an admissible history.

• Z is the set of terminal history. More precisely, a history h ∈ H is terminal if either
of the following holds:

– h = (a0, a1, a2, . . . , at) and there is no at+1 such that

h + at+1 := (a0, a1, a2, . . . , at, at+1) ∈ H.

– h is an infinite sequence.

• ι : H \ Z → I is a function that maps each history to the player who takes an action
at the history.

• ui : Z → R is the payoff function of player i.

The sequential representation is concise and is more flexible in describing infi-
nite games. We can generalize this representation to general games if we replace
action profiles with signal profiles in the description of histories. For an example
of such games and their representations, see repeated games with imperfect monitoring
in, for instance, Mailath and Samuelson (2006).
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2.7 Notion of Strategy

In the following sections, we analyze strategic situations by formulating them into
games, deriving the (rational) decision-making of players, and obtaining the plausi-
ble outcomes. The central notion in that analysis is a strategy, a string of instructions
which players in games follow. The notion of strategy is often misunderstood by
non-specialists but is important (at least in understanding of the theory).

Intuitively, a player’s strategy is an instruction of which action the player has to
take at each information set of the player. The mathematical definition corresponding
to this idea is the following:

2.7.1 Definition (Strategy) Consider an extensive-form game with information partition
(or history set) H and the player function ι. Let Hi be the set of player i’s information sets
or histories:

Hi := {h ∈ H : ι(h) = i}.

A strategy σi of player i is a function from HI into A.

2.7.2 Example Consider the following modification of entry-deterrence game: irrespective
of whether Entrant decides to enter, Incumbent needs to decide the marketing strategy in the
market, so that it decides whether to charge higher or lower price in the market.

Since Entrant has only one information set, ∅, the set of Entrant’s strategies is the same
as the set of its actions: {Out, In}.

Now after Entrant has made a decision, Incumbent needs to choose its actions {High, Low}.
Because it has two information sets corresponding to Entrant’s previous decision, Incum-
bent’s strategy must describe actions at each information set. Therefore, the set of Incum-
bent’s strategies are:

{HH, HL, LH, LL},

where HL means Incumbent charges higher price after Entrant chooses NotEnter and lower
price after Entrant chooses Enter, and similarly for the others.

2.7.3 Remark In strategic-form games, there is only one information set for each player.
Thus player i’s strategy simply stipulates an action by the player.

The notion of strategies plays the following two roles in game theory:

1. a strategy is a choice variable in player i’s decision problem

2. strategies taken by other players are interpreted as player i’s belief about what
the other players will do.

At first sight, requiring to describe actions at each information set might sound
redundant, but the second role of strategies explains why. If strategies would not
specify all the possible responses by the opponents, a player cannot evaluate which
strategy is “better.”

2.7.4 Example Consider again the modified version of entry-deterrence game. Suppose
that now Entrant is considering NOT to Enter and it expects that Incumbent will react by
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High. When we want to know whether Entrant’s decision is “good,” we need to know what
happens if Entrant changes its decision to Enter. However, if Entrant changed its mind and
chose Enter, Incumbent would observe entry and change its response. Without knowing
how Incumbent would react, Entrant cannot evaluate its payoff of changing to Enter.

2.8 Strategic-Form Representation of
Extensive-Form Games

As we have reviewed in the previous sections and as is the case from our intuition,
dynamic situations are usually modeled by extensive-form games. This is, however,
not the requirement for analyzing dynamic situations, and some authors even as-
serts that the strategic-form game should be the game form that contains necessary
and sufficient information for analyzing strategic situations. One reason for this
view is that several solution concepts in extensive-form games depends critically
on the fine details of the extensive-form games. When we want to apply theory to
reality, however, it is usually difficult to know the fine detail of the strategic situa-
tion at hand. If we want to obtain a robust prediction of theory under such a situ-
ation, we would rather have a solution concept that depends on its strategic-form
game rather than its extensive-form representations (as we will see below, there are
multiple extensive-form games representing the same strategic-form game).6

2.8.1 Example Consider again the entry-deterrence example. In this game, both players
have only one information set and the set of Entrant’s and Incumbent’s strategies are

SE = {Out, In}
SI = {Acquiesce, Fight}

The strategic-form game induced by the extensive-form game is
Acquiesce Fight

In 0, 2 0, 2
Out 1, 1 −1,−1

Formally, a strategy profile s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) induces an (unique) outcome of
the game. Denote by ζ(s) ∈ Z the outcome induced by s. Take û be the compos-
ite û(s) := u(ζ(s)). Then (I , (Si), (ûi)) is the strategic-form representation of the
extensive-form game.

2.8.2 Example given in the class

2.8.3 Remark There are multiple extensive-form games that induces the same strategic-
form game.

6For this view, see Kohlberg and Mertens (1986).



Chapter 3

Strategic-Form Games

3.1 Nash Equilibrium

3.1.1 Definition

We would like to construct a theory on economic behavior when we deal with real
problems. In doing this, we want to impose conditions that are necessary to pin
down outcomes that are “regular” or “stable” in some sense. One possible such
conditions are as follows:

3.1.1 Assumption (Self-Enforceability) Each player does not have an incentive to change
their strategy, given the other players’ strategies.

3.1.2 Assumption (Rational Expectations) Each player forms a correct expectation about
the other players’ strategies.

Self-enforceability condition stipulates that each player maximizes her payoff
given the (expectation on) other players’ strategies. rational expectation requires
that players’ beliefs are not mistaken.

These considerations give rise to the following fundamental concept in game
theory.

3.1.3 Definition (Nash Equilibrium (Nash, 1950)) Suppose G = (I , (Si)i∈I , (ui)i∈I)
is a strategic-form game. A strategy profile s = (si)i∈I is a Nash equilibrium of game G if
for all i and all s′i ∈ Si,

ui(si) ≥ ui(s′i, s−i).

Equivalently, a strategy profile s is a NE if for all i,

si ∈ arg max
s′i∈Si

ui(s′i, s−i) =: Bi(s−i),

where Bi is called the best-response correspondence of player i.

25
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3.1.2 Applications

3.1.4 Example In the prisoners’ dilemma game, the (unique) NE is (qc, qc).

3.1.5 Example The Battle of the Sexes game given below have two NE: (B, B) and (S, S)
B S

B 2, 1 0, 0
S 0, 0 1, 2

3.1.6 Example Suppose that there are two (large) investors in a financial market. They
simultaneously decide whether to make an investment on a particular financial asset. If both
of the investors invest on the asset, the asset price would rise, giving both of them a huge
profit. If only one of the investors purchases the asset, the asset price would fall and the one
who has bought the asset would incur a loss. If an investor does not invest, then her balance
is unaffected. The situation is then expressed by the strategic-form game given below. The
two Nash equilibria are (I, I) and (NI, NI)

I NI
I 1, 1 −1, 0

NI 0,−1 0, 0

3.1.7 Example The model of financial market given above can be modified to be a general
many-player game.1 Now suppose that there are continuous density of investor population
given by I = [0, 1]. The action set is still Si = {I, NI} and the payoff of player i depends
on the total number (density), ℓ, of players who choose I. Then player i’s payoff function is
given by

ui(si, ℓ) =

{
2ℓ− 1 if si = I
0 if si = NI

(3.1)

The interpretation is that the profits from purchasing the asset is proportional to the density
of investors who have also bought the asset, and investment is not profitable when many
investors do not purchase the asset. It can be computed that there are two symmetric Nash
equilibria: one in which everyone invests and one in which no one invests.

3.1.8 Example In a Cournot duopoly game,

I = {1, 2}
Si = [0, ∞)

ui(qi, qj) = qi
(
(A − qi − qj)

+ − c
)

Let us derive the best-response function2

B(qj) = arg max
qi

qi(A − qi − qj − c)

1The game given here does not fit the framework of finite-player game defined in Chapter 4, but
the reader will be able to understand without a difficulty.

2Since ui < 0 when (A − qi − qj)
+ = 0, we can focus on the case (A − qi − qj)

+ = A − qi − qj if
there is at least one choice of qi such that ui(qi, q−i) ≥ 0. This is always possible because ui(0, q−i) =
0 for any q−i.
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Since
∂ui

∂qi
= A − c − qj − 2qi,

the first-order condition implies

B(qj) =
A − c − qj

2
At NE (q∗1 , q∗2), q∗1 = B(q∗2) and q∗2 = B(q∗1). Solving for this, we obtain

q∗1 = q∗2 =
A − c

3
3.1.9 Example In Bertrand duopoly,

I = {1, 2}
Si = [0, ∞)

ui(qi, qj) =


(pi − c)(1 − pi)

+ if pi < pj

(pi − c) (1−pi)
+

2 if pi = pj

0 if pi > pj

3.1.10 Claim The only equilibrium3 is a strategy profile (p∗1 , p∗2) with p∗1 = p∗2 = c.

Note that pi < c is never a best response since pricing lower than the marginal cost
results in negative payoff while a firm can assure zero payoff by setting pi = c. Hence
suppose pi ≥ c for i = 1, 2.

First assume c < p1 < p2. Then u2(p) = 0. Player 2 can improve her payoff by setting
c < p′2 < min{p1, 1} instead, so that u2(p1, p′2) > 0. Thus (p1, p2) with c < p1 < p2 is
not a NE.

Likewise the case (p1, p2) with c < p2 < p1 does not constitute a NE.
Next, assume c = p1 < p2. Then player 1’s payoff is increasing in p1 as long as

the change in p1 is not too large. Hence there is a profitable deviation and (p1, p2) with
c = p1 < p2 does not constitute a NE.

By the similar argument, (p1, p2) with c = p2 < p1 does not constitute a NE.
The above argument proves that if (p1, p2) is a NE, then p1 = p2 must hold.
If c < p1 = p2 < 1, then

u1(p) = u2(p) = (p2 − c)
1 − p2

2
By letting p′1 = p2 − ε for small ε > 0, u1(p′1, p2) is close to (p2 − c)(1 − p2), which is
higher than before. Thus (p1, p2) with c < p1 = p2 < 1 is not a NE.

If (c <)1 < p1 = p2, then by choosing c < p′1 < 1, firm 1 can improve its payoff. Thus
(p1, p2) with 1 < p1 = p2 is not a NE.

Finally, p1 = p2 = c is a NE since u1(p) = u2(p) = 0 and

• for p′1 > c, u1(p′1, p2) = 0

• for p′1 < c, u1(p′1, p2) < 0

Thus there is no profitable deviation.
3More precisely, the unique pure-strategy Nash equilibrium. See the next section.
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3.2 Mixed Strategies

In some game situations, taking a deterministic actions leads to nonexistence of
solutions.

Intuitively (and from experience), a good idea in playing such games is to ran-
domize the choice of strategies. If we want to include this consideration to our
analysis, we are led to the concept of mixed strategy.

3.2.1 Definition (Mixed Strategy) A mixed strategy σi of player i is a probability distri-
bution over Si. We denote σi ∈ ∆Si.

Let σi(si) = Pr(si is played by σi) and

supp σi = {si ∈ Si : σi(si) > 0},

the latter defined only when Si is finite.
We can extend the original game (with pure strategies) to one with mixed strate-

gies, by naturally extending the payoff functions, as if players are choosing among
mixed strategies.

3.2.2 Definition (Mixed Extension of Strategic-Form Games) Let G = (I , (Si)i∈I , (ui)i∈I)
be a strategic-form game. The mixed extension Ḡ of the original game G is a strategic-form
game (I , (∆Si)i∈I , (ūi)i∈I) such that

• ∆Si is the set of probability distribution over Si, and

• ūi : ∏i∈I ∆Si → R is defined by

ūi(σ) = ∑
s∈S

ui(s)∏
i∈I

σi(si),

where σi(si) is a probability that σi chooses a (pure) strategy si.

3.2.3 Example In matching-pennies game, if σ1 = (1/3, 2/3) and σ2 = (1/4, 3/4), then

ũ1(σ1, σ2) =
1
3
· 1

4
u1(I, S) +

1
3
· 3

4
u1(I, NS)

+
2
3
· 1

4
u1(NI, S) +

2
3
· 3

4
u1(NI, NS)

3.2.4 Definition (Mixed-Strategy Nash Equilibrium) A mixed-strategy Nash equilib-
rium of game G is a Nash equilibrium of the mixed extension of G.

3.2.5 Example Given player 2’s mixed strategy σ2 = (q, 1 − q), player 1’s best response is
given by the maximization problem

max
p

pqu1(I, S) + p(1 − q)u1(I, NS) + (1 − p)qu1(NI, S) + (1 − p)(1 − q)u1(NI, NS)

The objective function is given by

pq − p(1 − q)− (1 − p)q + (1 − p)(1 − q)
=p(2q − 1) + (1 − p)(1 − 2q)
=(1 − 2p)(1 − 2q)

Thus
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• if 0 ≤ q < 1
2 , the objective function is maximized when p = 0

• if q = 1
2 , the objective function is constant and any p ∈ [0, 1] is a best response.

• if 1
2 < q ≤ 1, the objective function is maximized when p = 1

For player 2’s maximization problem, note that her objective function is the negative of
player 1’s expected payoff. Thus the objective function is given by −(1 − 2p)(1 − 2q).
Thus

• if 0 ≤ p < 1
2 , the objective function is maximized when q = 1

• if p = 1
2 , the objective function is constant and any q ∈ [0, 1] is a best response.

• if 1
2 < p ≤ 1, the objective function is maximized when q = 0

It can be seen that the (unique) intersection of the two best-response correspondences are
given by p = q = 1

2 . Thus the mixed-strategy NE is σ1 = σ2 =
(

1
2 , 1

2

)
.

It might seem that deriving mixed-strategy NE are a bit tedious. The following
propositions are useful to derive mixed-strategy NE. Intuitively, randomization is
useful in games when players want to “hide their weaknesses.”

3.2.6 Proposition A strategy profile σ is a mixed-strategy NE if and only if

si ∈ supp σi =⇒ ui(si, σ−i) ≥ ui(s′i, σ−i) for all s′i ∈ Si

1 Corollary If σ is a mixed-strategy NE and if si, s′i ∈ supp σi, then

ui(si, σ−i) = ui(s′i, σ−i).

3.2.7 Example Consider again a BoS game (reproduced in the bottom). To derive a MSNE,
note that

Player 1 When player 2 follows σ2 = (q, 1− q), playing B gives the payoff 2q while playing
S gives 1 − q. Player 1 is indifferent between the two strategies when q = 1

3 .

Player 2 When player 1 follows σ1 = (p, 1− p), playing B gives the payoff p while playing
S gives 2(1 − q). Player 2 is indifferent between the two strategies when p = 2

3 .

Therefore, the MSNE in which both players randomize between the two strategies is σ =
(σ1, σ2) with

σ1 =

(
2
3

,
1
3

)
and σ2 =

(
1
3

,
2
3

)
B S

B 2, 1 0, 0
S 0, 0 1, 2

As is clear from the next example, it is important to note which strategy is played
with a positive probability and that a strategy played with probability should attain
lower payoff.
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3.2.8 Example Next consider an artificial modification of BoS game given in the bottom.
First we can see that a strategy profile corresponding to the MSNE in the original BoS game
σ1 =

(
2
3 , 1

3 , 0
)

and σ2 =
(

1
3 , 2

3

)
still constitutes a MSNE. Indeed, the strategy C, not

played by player 1, is inferior against σ2:

u1(B, σ2) = u1(S, σ2) =
2
3

u1(C, σ2) = −1

We can also check for other MSNE. For example we can find a MSNE in which player 1
plays B and C with positive probability and player 2 plays B and S with positive probability.

Player 2 When player 1 plays σ1 = (p, 0, 1− p), playing B gives the payoff p− (1− p) =
2p − 1 while playing S gives 1 − p. Player 2 is indifferent if p = 2

3 .

Player 1 When player 2 plays σ1 = (q, 1 − q), playing B gives the payoff 2q while playing
C gives 3q − q(1 − q) = 6q − 3. Player 1 is indifferent if q = 3

4 .

Finally, let σ1 =
(

2
3 , 0, 1

3

)
and σ2 =

(
3
4 , 1

4

)
, and note that

u1(B, σ2) = u1(C, σ2) =
3
2

u1(S, σ2) =
1
4

Hence (σ1, σ2) given above is a MSNE.
B S

B 2, 1 0, 0
S 0, 0 1, 2
C 3,−1 −3, 1

One benefit of introducing mixed strategies is, as suggested by the example, the
existence of equilibrium. This is shown in the next section.

While analytically convenient, mixed strategy is often criticized in some games
since it is not intuitive that players (explicitly) randomize their strategies. We will
discuss this point later in this note, using the interpretation obtained from incom-
plete information.

3.3 Existence of Equilibria∗

The exposition of this section is based on Osborne and Rubinstein (1994).
Proving for existence of equilibrium is important because:

• we can make sure that a specific game/strategic situation has a stable out-
come.

• we can ensure that a set of strategic situations (parametrized by some vari-
ables) has equilibria, by which we can conduct comparative statics analysis
without empty effort.
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Proving the (easiest version of) existence of NE is simply an application of the
following fixed point theorems:

3.3.1 Theorem (Kakutani’s Fixed-Point Theorem) Let X be a compact convex subset
of Rn and let f be a correspondence from X to X for which

• for all x ∈ X, he set f (x) is nonempty and convex, and

• the graph of f is closed for all x ∈ X.

Then there exists a x∗ such that x∗ ∈ f (x∗).

When strategy spaces are continuous, applying these results is straightforward.

3.3.2 Theorem (Existence of NE 1: Convex Games) The strategic-form game (I , (Si), (ui))
has a Nash equilibrium if for all i, the set Si of player i’s strategies is a nonempty, compact,
and convex set of a Euclidean space and the payoff function ui is continuous on S and
quasiconcave4 on Si.

Proof of Theorem 3.3.2 Define the best-response correspondence for player i

Bi(s−i) = {si ∈ Si : ui(si, s−i) ≥ ui(s′i, s−i) for all s′i ∈ Si}.

By combining ones for each player into one, we obtain the best-response corre-
spondence for all the players: B(s) := ∏i∈I Bi(s−i). Observe that s∗ is a Nash
equilibrium if and only if s∗ ∈ B(s∗).

To apply Kakutani’s fixed-point theorem, we need to show the following:

• B(s) is nonempty,

• B(s) is convex, and

• B(s) has a closed graph.

Nonemptiness follows from compactness of Si and continuity of ui.5 Convexity
follows from quasiconcavity of ui (and convexity of Si).6 That the graph of B(s) is
closed follows from continuity of ui on S. □

Nash’s theorem on the existence of mixed-strategy equilibrium for finite games
is now derived as a corollary.

2 Corollary (Existence of NE 2: Mixed Extension) Let (I , (Si), (ui)) be a strategic-
form game and let Si be finite for all i. Then there exists a mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium.

The corollary immediately follows because in the mixed-extension of finite games,
the strategy sets are always compact and convex, the payoff functions are continu-
ous and quasiconcave (because they are linear).

4ui is quasiconcave on Si if for all s̄ ∈ S, the set {si ∈ Si : ui(si, s̄−i) ≥ ui(s̄)} is convex.
5This is a well-known theorem from analysis.
6For the proof, see Mas-Colell, Whinston and Green (1995, Chapter 3).
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3.4 Other Solution Concepts

Game theory is regarded as “soft” theory of social interaction in the sense that we
can conceive of several solution concepts depending on what kind of stability we
want to focus on.

3.4.1 Weakening Rational Expectations

In contrast to the refinement literature, some argue that the rational expectation
assumption on NE is too strong: when faced with a “truely one-shot” choice of
strategies (without pre-play communication), there is not necessarily enough rea-
son to believe that the players’ beliefs are correct. For example, in BoS example, it
is not easy for the players to coordinate their strategies without pre-play commu-
nication. Rather, they think that players form some belief about the other players’
strategies and try to rationally respond to those beliefs. This viewpoint fits well
with Bayesian decision theory and gives us an insight of seeing game theory as
multi-agent extension of Bayesian decision problem.

Bernheim (1984) and Pearce (1984) argue that NE is not a consequence of players’
rationality.

3.4.1 Definition (Rationality) A player is rational if she maximizes her payoff given her
belief about the other players’ strategies.

Now consider the following concept.

3.4.2 Definition (Strictly Dominated Strategy) A strategy si of player i is strictly dom-
inated by a strategy σi ∈ ∆Si if for any s−i ∈ S−i,

ui(si, s−i) < ui(σi, s−i)

3.4.3 Example qM in PD game is strictly dominated by qC.

Strictly dominated strategies never maximize the player’s payoff. Hence if a
player is rational, the player would never choose strictly dominated strategies. Bern-
heim and Pearce further argue that if players know that the other players are ratio-
nal, then they know that the other players would never choose strictly dominated
strategies, which further restricts players’ rational responses.

3.4.4 Example Consider the example given below.7 If player 1 is rational, B is never played
because it is strictly dominated by T. After the possibility of B is excluded, the resulting
game would be in the second matrix. Now suppose that player 2 knows player 1 is rational
(so that he knows that the game is now reduced to the second matrix) and player 2 himself is
rational, then he never plays L since it is strictly dominated by R. Now the game is further
reduced to the third matrix. Moreover, if

1. Player 1 knows that player 2 knows player 1 is rational (so that she can reason that
player 2 can consider the second matrix),

7We call player 1 as “she” and player 2 “he.”
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2. Player 1 knows that player 2 is rational (so that player 2 would not play L), and

3. Player 1 is rational (so that she would not play strictly dominated strategies),

then player 1 would not play a strictly dominated strategy M. The resulting matrix consists
of only one cell and is the unique outcome obtained by this procedure.

L R
T 2, 1 1, 2

M 0, 0 2, 1
B 1, 3 0, 2

In general games, if we assume that

0 Player 1/2 is rational

1 Player 1/2 knows that player 2/1 is rational

2 Player 1/2 knows that player 2/1 knows player 1/2 is rational

...
...

...

Under this (not a weak) assumption, a well known “iterated deletion of strictly
dominated strategies” is justified. Roughly speaking, these strategies that survive
this iteration algorithm is called “rationalizable strategies.”8

Another closely related concept is admissibility. Instead of strongly dominated
strategies, we delete the following type of strategies:

3.4.5 Definition (Weakly Dominated Strategy) A strategy si of player i is weakly dom-
inated by a strategy σi ∈ ∆Si if

ui(si, s−i) ≤ ui(σi, s−i)

for all s−i ∈ S−i, and

ui(si, s−i) < ui(σi, s−i)

for some s−i ∈ S−i.

A weakly dominated strategy is never better than some other strategy though
it is as good as other strategy against some belief. As is the case with strongly
dominated strategies, there is little reason to choose weakly dominated strategies.

3.4.6 Example In the game below, the strategy C of the row player is weakly dominated (by
B).

B S
B 2, 1 0, 0
S 0, 0 1, 2
C 2,−1 −3, 1

8For more involved application of rationalizability, see Gibbons (1992).





Chapter 4

Dynamic Games

4.1 Dynamics, Commitment, and Empty Threats

We could use the same solution concept as in strategic-form games:

4.1.1 Definition (Nash Equilibrium for Extensive-Form Games) A Nash equilibrium
for an extensive-form game is a Nash equilibrium of its strategic-form representation.

To see if this solution concept is satisfactory (actually, it is not), consider the
entry-deterrence game.

4.1.2 Example Consider the strategic-form representation of the entry-deterrence game,
reproduced in the bottom. There are two NE: (Out, F) and (In, A).

A F
Out 0, 2 0, 2

In 1, 1 −1,−1

The intuitive descriptions for each equilibrium is as follows:

(In, A) Entrant enters. Once entry occurs, Incumbent does not have an incentive to
trigger a price war so he tolerates the entry.

(Out, F) The entry by Entrant does not occur because she fears that Incumbent
would trigger a price war, which makes her payoff less than the equilibrium
payoff of staying out of the market.

The second equilibrium does not sound convincing because Entrant must know
that Incumbent would not choose worse strategy for him after observing entry. In
other words, Incumbent cannot commit to play F before Entrant makes a decision
while Entrant can. While Incumbent is “binded by” optimal response to Entrant’s
action, Entrant can choose an action better for her, taking Incumbent’s response into
account.

4.2 Backward Induction

Now we consider the following algorithm.

35
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4.2.1 Definition (Backward Induction for Perfect Information Games) In the case of
perfect information games (games in which any information set for any player is a singleton),
a reasonable solution is obtained by the following algorithm:

1. Pick any information set which immediately precedes a terminal node.

2. Given that the information set is reached, the player moving at the information set
chooses an action better for her (if there are several best actions, she can pick any of
these)

3. Replace each of the information sets as picked in 1 by a terminal node resulting in the
payoff of the terminal node reached by the player’s better action.

4. For the extensive-form game obtained in 2, repeat procedures 1-2 until the initial node
is replaced by a terminal node.

4.2.2 Example In the entry-deterrence example, first consider the information set by In-
cumbent. Since A gives a higher payoff to Incumbent, we replace the information set with
a terminal node with payoffs (1, 1). Then in the second round of the algorithm, Entrant
chooses between Out and In, each of which results in payoffs (0, 2), and (1, 1), respectively.
Since In gives her a higher payoff, the information set of Entrant is replaced with a node
with payoffs (1, 1). Hence the sensible outcome (In, A) is obtained.

4.2.3 Example (Stachelberg Competition) Consider a version of market competition which
involves dynamics. Suppose that, as in the case of entry-deterrence game, there is Incum-
bent in a market. A difference from the entry-deterrence game is that the entrant has already
decided to enter, and will choose its production level (quantity) after Incumbent has chosen
one. The market (inverse) demand function is given by

P(qI , qE) = (A − qI − qE)
+ (4.1)

Assume for simplicity that the unit production cost c = 0 for both firms. This model of
sequential production choice is called Stachelberg competition.

4.3 Subgame-Perfect Equilibrium

For imperfect-information games, this procedure cannot be used because if there is
a non-singleton information set, the player moving at the information set does not
know which of the nodes is the information set actually reached.

The general definition is given as follows:

4.3.1 Definition (Subgame) Consider an extensive-form game. A subgame of the extensive-
form game consists of a subtree such that

• the subgame must start from a single decision node which consists of a singleton
information set

• the subgame must have any terminal node of the original extensive-form game that is
reached from the initial node of the subgame by following some path
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• an nformation set in the original extensive-form game is not “divided” by the subgame.

4.3.2 Remark It is useful to define subgame to include the original extensive-form game as
a subgame. When we want to mean a “smaller” subgame, we often say “proper subgame.”

4.3.3 Example There are two subgames and one proper subgame in the entry-deterrence
game.

4.3.4 Example There is only one subgame (no proper subgame) in the three-player game
given in the class.

Now we have the definition of the equilibrium.

4.3.5 Definition (Subgame-Perfect Equilibrium) A strategy profile σ is a subgame-
perfect equilibrium (SPE) of an extensive-form game if it1 is a NE of any subgame of the
extensive-form game.

4.3.6 Remark If an extensive-form game does not have a proper subgame, then its SPE is
equivalent to NE.

4.3.7 Remark In general extensive-form games, we can still use a variant of backward-
induction algorithm. The statement of the algorithm and the proof that it leads to SPE are
shown in the Appendix of the next chapter.

While I do not give an example of SPE in an imperfect-information game here,
the definition of SPE is more useful than those obtained by the backward-induction
algorithm when we work with infinite-horizon dynamic games (for examples of
SPE in imperfect-information games, see Gibbons (1992)).

4.4 Application: Alternating Bargaining

Now we see an important model by Rubinstein. His alternate bargaining model
gives a surprising result in an infinite-horizon model. The description of the game
is as follows:

Two players are bargaining over a divisible good. To decide the shares of the good
between them, they decide to alternately make take-it-or-leave-it offers.

In periods 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2τ − 1, τ ≥ 1,

1. player 1 makes an offer of share (s1, 1 − s1).

2. player 2 either accept (A) or reject (R) the offer.

3. If player 2 accepts, the game ends and the share (s1, 1 − s1) realizes at the
period. If player 2 rejects, the game continues to the next period.

In periods 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2τ, τ ≥ 1,

1More precisely, its restrictions on subgames
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1. player 2 makes an offer of share (s2, 1 − s2).2

2. player 1 either accept or reject the offer.

3. If player 1 accepts, the game ends and the share (s2, 1 − s2) realizes at the
period. If player 1 rejects, the game continues to the next period.

If the share (s, 1 − s) realizes at period t, denoted by the outcome (s, t), then
each player’s payoff is given by

u1(s, t) = δt−1s

u2(s, t) = δt−1(1 − s),

where δ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor.

4.4.1 Finite Horizon

First, let us analyze simpler cases of finite-length (T-period) alternating bargaining.

T = 1 Only player 1 makes an offer. Given player 1’s offer (s, 1 − s), player 2 can
get 1 − s(≥ 0) if he chooses A while he get 0 if he chooses R. Thus player 2
(essentially) always accepts.3 Thus player 1 will choose s = 1. The SPE is{

σ1(∅)(= s) = 1
σ2(s) = A

The SPE outcome is (1, 1).

T = 2 By backward induction, consider a subgame starting from player 2’s move of
making an offer at period 2. Then this case is the same as the case of T = 1,
with only the difference of the label of the players. Thus, if player 2 rejects
player 1’s offer at period 1 (so that the subgame is reached), then the resulting
outcome is (0, 2) with payoffs

u1(0, 2) = 0
u2(0, 2) = δ

In particular, note that player 2 can ensure that he can obtain δ > 0 by rejecting
in period 1. Then, given player 1’s offer (s, 1− s), player 2 can obtain 1− s1 by
choosing A and δ by choosing R. Thus he accepts the offer if and only if

1 − s1 ≥ δ ⇐⇒ s1 ≤ 1 − δ

Note that player 1 would get 0 if rejected. Thus player 1’s best response is to
offer s1 = 1 − δ. The SPE is

2For ease of notation, we always denote by si player 1’s share.
3The only other possibility is player 2 rejects when s = 0. This case is not interesting.
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• In period 1, player 1 offers s1 = 1 − δ and player 2 accepts if and only if
s1 ≤ 1 − δ.

• In period 2, player 2 always offers s2 = 0 and player 1 always accepts.

The SPE outcome is (1 − δ, 1).

For general T < ∞, we can derive SPE by using backward induction in a similar
manner.

4.4.2 Infinite Horizon

In the case of infinite horizon, the backward induction is difficult to apply directly;
after all, there is no “last period.” Now the formal definition of SPE is useful.

Observe that:

1. Any (proper) subgame starting from periods 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2τ − 1, τ ≥ 2 has ex-
actly the same structure as the original game.

2. Any (proper) subgame starting from periods 4, 6, 8, . . . , 2τ, τ ≥ 2 has exactly
the same structure as the subgame starting from period 2.

3. The subgames of the forms 1 and 2 have the same structures except that the
label of the players are exchanged.

By these observations, we can construct a simple stationary strategies for the
infinite alternating bargaining game. Consider the following class of stationary
strategy:

• player 1, when she is the one to make an offer choose (s1, 1 − s1)

• player 2 accepts the offer if and only if s1 ≤ s̄1

• player 2, when he is the one to make an offer, chooses (s2, 1 − s2)

• player 1 accepts the offer if and only if s2 ≥ s2

Then the stationary equilibrium can be derived as follows: let the continuation
values of the game starting from odd periods be (vo

1, vo
2) and the one from even

periods be (ve
1, ve

2)

• In periods 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2τ − 1, τ ≥ 1, players 1 and 2 get payoffs δve
1 and δve

2
when player 2 rejects player 1’s offer. Then player 2 accepts an offer (s1, 1− s1)
if and only if

1 − s1 ≥ δve
2 ⇐⇒ s1 ≤ 1 − δve

2

Player 1 chooses an offer s1 such that

s1 = 1 − δve
2 if 1 − δve

2 ≥ δve
1

s1 > 1 − δve
2 otherwise
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However, note that ve
1 + ve

1 ≤ 1 and thus

δve
1 + δve

2 ≤ δ ≤ 1 ⇐⇒ 1 − δve
2 ≥ δve

1

Hence only the first case applies. Thus our continuation values must satisfy

vo
1 = 1 − δve

2

vo
2 = δve

2

• In periods 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2τ, τ ≥ 1, players 1 and 2 get continuation values δvo
1

and δvo
2 when player 1 rejects. Thus player 1 accepts an offer s2 if and only if

s2 ≥ δvo
1 ⇐⇒ 1 − s2 ≤ 1 − δvo

1

Player 2 chooses an offer s2 such that

1 − s2 = 1 − δvo
1

provided that 1 − δvo
1 ≥ δvo

2, which is always satisfied by the same reasoning
as the previous paragraph. Hence the continuation values satisfy

ve
1 = δv0

1

ve
2 = 1 − δv0

1

Solving for the four equations, we obtain{
vo

1 = 1
1+δ

vo
2 = δ

1+δ

and

{
ve

1 = δ
1+δ

ve
2 = 1

1+δ

The SPE outcome in the original game is
(

1
1+δ , 1

)
.

The intuition is that because of discounting and player 1’s first-mover advantage,
she can get higher payoff.

We could also show that the stationary equilibrium we have shown is indeed
unique (See Osborne and Rubinstein (1994)).



Chapter 5

Repeated Games

Repeated game is a special class of dynamic games in which the same “component
game” (called stage game) is repeated at every period of the whole game. While
strongly stylized and abstracting away many details for applications, the repeated
game offers a basic framework to analyze dynamic interaction which is purely de-
rived from strategic relationship through time.

In this section we introduce the formulation of such class of games and show
a milestone of this literature—called “Folk Theorem”—which proves that dynamic
interaction gives rise to essentially different solution from its static counterparts.

5.1 Canonical Example: Infinitely Repeated Prisoners’
Dilemma

Before proceeding to formal setup, let us review the canonical example of infinitely
repeated games. Suppose that a prisoners’ dilemma game given below is repeated
infinitely. Note that in the stage game, the unique Nash equilibrium is the one
which both players choose D. As the basic story in prisoners’ dilemma game says,
choosing D is strictly dominant for the players, and it is impossible for them to
cooperate (choose C). This story does not necessarily accord with our intuition
from real world: when we encounter a situation where we might cooperate others,
it is quite common to observe cooperation between people even when deviation is
in each other’s interest. One defense for this question is that the game does not
prescribe the true situation: people might be altruistic or there might be some-
thing unmodelled. One such misspecification of models are the lack of dynamics
in the static prisoners’ dilemma game. Because it is conceivable that people know
each other and are expected to play a similar game (if not the same) in the future,
then players might be afraid of the future revenge by their co-players if a deviation
occurs. In other words, an incentive to defect today might be dampened by an
incentive to cooperate in the future: this is what repeated games address.

In the following, we will show this is the case when players “value” the future.
The prisoners’ dilemma game given previously is repeated infinitely and both

41
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of the players discount future payoffs by a (common1) discount factor δ ∈ (0, 1).

5.2 Formal Setup

Next we formulate general repeated games. Let the stage game be characterized by
a strategic-form game (I , (Ai)i∈I , (ui)i∈I).2 The infinitely repeated game with the
stage game is given simply by repeating the stage game for periods t = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Denote by at ∈ A := ∪i∈I Ai the outcome in the stage game at period t and denote
the history of the game up to the beginning of period t by

ht := {(a0, a1, a2, . . . , at−1) : aτ ∈ A, τ = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1}.

Let the set of period-t histories be Ht and the set of all non-terminal histories H :=
∪∞

t=0Ht with the convention that H0 = {∅}. We assume that all the previous
moves by the players are observed by all the players.3 Thus the history denotes the
information obtained by the players at the beginning of period t and also denotes
decision nodes for the players. The terminal nodes of the repeated game is denoted
by infinite sequences of action profiles:

Z := {(a0, a1, . . . ) : aτ ∈ A}

The payoff function of the players derived by the normalized discounted sum of
stage-game payoffs: for z = (a0, a1, . . . ),

Ũi(z) = (1 − δ)
∞

∑
t=0

δtui(at)

The factor (1 − δ) is used to convert the discounted sum to the average payoff with
respect to each stage; for example, if the player obtains the payoff of 2 at every
period, her resulting payoff is

(1 − δ)
∞

∑
t=0

δt · 2 = (1 − δ) · 2
1 − δ

= 2

Using normalization, it is easier to compare stage-game payoffs to the ones in the
repeated game.

It is more useful to obtain the strategic-form of the repeated game. A strategy σi
of player i in the repeated game is a function from histories to stage-game actions,
i.e., σi : H → Ai. A strategy profile σ = (σi)i∈I leads to one particular realization of
actions (a0, a1, . . . ). Denote by that relationship by the outcome function ζ : σ 7→ z.
Finally let the strategic-form payoff be

Ui(σ) := Ũ(ζ(σ)).

Now we can define solution concepts in the repeated game.
1That the discount factor is common among players does not affect the result.
2In this note we consider repeated games with static stage game.
3This assumption is called “perfect monitoring” in the repeated-game literature, or “with observ-

able actions” in general.
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5.2.1 Definition (Nash equilibrium) Let the infinitely repeated game as given above. A
strategy profile σ is a Nash equilibrium in the repeated game if for any i ∈ I and for any
strategy σ′

i of player i,
Ui(σ) ≥ Ui(σ

′
i , σ−i)

Since the infinitely repeated game has a recursive structure, the definition of
subgame-perfect equilibrium can be simplified by introducing the concept of con-
tinuation strategies.

5.2.2 Definition (Continuation Strategy) Let σi be a strategy of player i and ht some
history. The continuation strategy of σi with respect to history ht is such that

σi|ht(h̃τ) = σi(ht + h̃τ)

where + denote concatenation of histories.

5.2.3 Definition (Subgame-Perfect Equilibrium) Let the infinitely repeated game as
given above. A strategy profile σ is a subgame-perfect equilibrium in the repeated game
if for any i ∈ I , for any history ht, and for any strategy σ′

i of player i,

U(σ|ht) ≥ U(σ′
i , (σ|ht)−i)

The definition of SPE, however, is not useful for practical use, especially when
we analyze infinitely repeated games. When we want to show that some candidate
strategy profile is a SPE, we need to show that there is no profitable deviation from
that. In the case of finite games, this is not difficult: there are only finite number of
deviations. When we deal with infinitely repeated games, there are infinitely many
deviations: deviating only at current period, for two periods, for three periods, and
so on. Actually, it is known that just checking for “deviating only at current period”
is sufficient. This important fact is known as one-shot deviation principle.

5.2.4 Definition (One-Shot Deviation) Let σi be a strategy of player i. Another strategy
σ′

i is a one-shot deviation of σi if there exists a history h̄t such that

σ′
i (h

τ) = σi(hτ) (5.1)

for hτ ̸= h̄t.

A one-shot deviation of a strategy is a one that prescribes a different action only
at one unique history. Note that actions realized by a one-shot deviation might
differ from the original strategy more than once because a deviation at one history
changes the histories following it.

5.2.5 Example Consider the “trigger strategy” in infinitely-repeated prisoners’ dilemma
game:

σT(ht) =

{
C if t = 0 or ht = (CC, . . . , CC)
D otherwise

(5.2)

Then, one-shot deviation σ̂ from the trigger strategy at history h4 = (CC, CC, CC, CC)
gives σ̂(h4) = D. After this history, since the action profile at period 4 is DC, it plays D
from period 5 on.
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5.2.6 Theorem (One-Shot-Deviation Principle) A strategy profile σ in an infinitely re-
peated game is a SPE if and only if it does not have any profitable one-shot deviation.

The proof of one-shot-deviation principle is quite lengthy and thus is delegated
to the appendix of this chapter.

5.3 Repeated Prisoners’ Dilemma Revisited

We study an example of repeated games to see what happens if we repeat a game in-
finitely often. To see this, we want to consider a finitely repeated prisoners’ dilemma
for comparison.

5.3.1 Example (Finitely Repeated Prisoners’ Dilemma) Consider twice repeated pris-
oners’ dilemma. Note that the second-period game is a proper subgame of the repeated game.
Since (D, D) is the only NE in the prisoners’ dilemma game, we would add payoffs (0, 0)
at each terminal nodes of the first-period game. Then the first period game is again the same
as the prisoners’ dilemma game. Hence the SPE outcome is (DD, DD)

The case of T-times repeated prisoners’ dilemma is similar.

By using “backward induction,” finitely repeated prisoners’ dilemma basically
gives the same prediction as in the one-shot prisoners’ dilemma game.

Now for infinitely repeated prisoners’ dilemma, we have a surprising result. In
infinitely repeated prisoners’ dilemma, consider the following “trigger” strategy:

• In t = 1, player i chooses C

• In t ≥ 2, player i chooses C if all the past play of the game is ht = (CC, CC, CC, . . . , CC)
and chooses D otherwise.

We show that, if both players follow this strategy, players do not have an incen-
tive to choose D when they are to choose C. Note that when players are to choose
C, players will be able to obtain payoffs from CC forever as long as both players
follow the strategy profile, hence the players get

(1 − δ) ∑
t≥1

δt−1 · 1 = 1

Instead, if player 1 one-shot deviates, she chooses D. In that case, she can get 2
today, but will only get 0 from tomorrow on. Hence they get

(1 − δ) · 2 + (1 − δ) ∑
t≥2

δt−1 · 0 = 2(1 − δ)

If 1 ≥ 2(1 − δ), or δ ≥ 1/2, then the players want to follow the trigger strategy C.
In other words, if players are patient enough (δ ≥ 1/2),then they can achieve

cooperation forever, which is totally a different prediction from finitely repeated
prisoners’ dilemma.

Basic idea of repeated games is the same as dynamic programming. Note that
any subgame in infinitely repeated games are the same as the original game, in
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which only the history before the game is different. Then each player’s optimal
strategy must satisfy the following incentive-compatibility condition:

u1(C, C) + δv1(CC) ≥ u1(D, C) + δv1(DC)

In one-shot prisoners’ dilemma, v1(CC) = v1(DC) = 0, but in infinitely repeated
game, we can choose a strategy in which v1(CC) > v1(DC). Thus if δ is large, it is
possible to induce an action C.

5.4 Appendix: One-Shot-Deviation Principle and Back-
ward Induction∗

In this section, we prove one-shot-deviation principle. It can also be seen that
the proof involves the formal proof of backward induction in finite extensive-form
games.

The proof consists of two steps:

1. We give the condition under which a strategy profile is a SPE if and only if
there is no profitable “finite” deviation. Intuitively, this follows because in
infinitely repeated games with discounting, payoffs in sufficiently far future
can be negligibly small.

2. From the first step, we can show that if a strategy profile is not a SPE, there
must exist a finite deviation, say, at-most-T deviation, for some T. Then we
show that if there is a profitable at-most-T deviation, there is also a profitable
one-shot deviation. This is exactly the proof of backward induction.

We need the following assumption:

5.4.1 Assumption (Continuity at Infinity) A dynamic game with strategic-form payoff
functions Ui is continuous at infinity if for any terminal history z = (a1, a2, . . . ) and any
ε > 0, there exists a positive integer T such that

|Ũi(z)− Ũi(z̃)| < ε

for any i and any z̃ = (ã1, ã2, . . . ) such that ã1 = a1, ã2 = a2, . . . , ãt = at for t ≥ T.

5.4.2 Remark For infinitely repeated games, the continuity-at-infinity condition is satisfied
if

1. the discount factor δ is less than 1, and

2. the stage-game payoffs are bounded: thee exists a number M > 0 such that |ui(a)| <
M for all i and a ∈ A.

5.4.3 Lemma Suppose that a dynamic game is continuous at infinity. Then a strategy
profile σ is a SPE if and only if there is no profitable finite deviation.
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Proof of Lemma 5.4.3 Suppose that a strategy profile σ is not a SPE. Then there
exists a player i, a strategy σ′

i , and a history ht such that

Ui(σ
′
i , σ−i|ht) > Ui(σ|ht)

In the following, we suppress the ht for simplicity. Then let

2ε := Ui(σ
′
i , σ−i)− Ui(σ) > 0

Since the stage-game payoff is bounded, we have

M := sup
a,a′∈A

{
ui(a)− ui(a′)

}
< ∞

Then, take sufficiently large T such that

∑
t≥T

δtM <
ε

1 − δ
(5.3)

⇐⇒ M
δT

1 − δ
<

ε

1 − δ
(5.4)

Now define a strategy σ̂i by

σ̂i(hτ) =

{
σ′

i (h
τ) if τ ≤ T − 1

σi(hτ) if τ ≥ T

The strategy σ̂i chooses the same actions as σ′
i in the first T periods and then it

follows σi from period T on; it is an at-most-T deviation from σi. Then, noting that
the strategy profile (σ̂i, σ−i) induces the same action profiles as (σ′

i , σ−i) for the first
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T periods,

Ui(σ̂i, σ−i) = (1 − δ)E

[
∑
τ≥0

δτui(aτ)

∣∣∣∣σ̂i, σ−i

]

= (1 − δ)E

[
∑

0≤τ≤T−1
δτui(aτ)

∣∣∣∣σ̂i, σ−i

]
+ (1 − δ)E

[
∑

τ≥T
δτui(aτ)|σ̂i, σ−i

]

= (1 − δ)E

[
∑

0≤τ≤T−1
δτui(aτ)

∣∣∣∣σ′
i , σ−i

]
+ (1 − δ)E

[
∑

τ≥T
δτui(aτ)

∣∣∣∣σ′
i , σ−i

]

− (1 − δ)E

[
∑

τ≥T
δτui(aτ)

∣∣∣∣σ′
i , σ−i

]
+ (1 − δ)E

[
∑

τ≥T
δτui(aτ)

∣∣∣∣σ̂i, σ−i

]

= (1 − δ)E

[
∑
τ≥0

δτui(aτ)

∣∣∣∣σ′
i , σ−i

]

− (1 − δ) ∑
τ≥T

δτ

{
E
[

ui(aτ)

∣∣∣∣σ̂i, σ−i

]
− E

[
ui(aτ)

∣∣∣∣σ′
i , σ−i

]}
> Ui(σ

′
i , σ−i)− (1 − δ) ∑

τ≥T
δτ M

> Ui(σ
′
i , σ−i)− ε

= Ui(σ) + 2ε − ε

= Ui(σ) + ε

> Ui(σ)

Thus σ̂i is a profitable finite deviation. □

By this lemma, when we have a profitable (possibly infinite) deviation, we al-
ways have a profitable finite deviation. Now consider the following finite extensive-
form game ΓF: the player set is I and the players chooses action ai ∈ Ai at
periods τ = 0, . . . , T − 1. Then, at the terminal period T, we obtain the history
hT = (a0, a1, . . . , aT−1). For this terminal history, define the payoff

gi(hT) := (1 − δ) ∑
τ≤T−1

δτui(aτ) + δTUi(σ|hT)

By abuse of notation, we also allow gi to take strategy profiles as its arguments.
Then σ̂i is player i’s finite deviation from σ in ΓF.4 Backward induction, which we
will prove below, ensures that σ is a SPE in the finite extensive-form game if and
only if it always chooses optimal actions from the last period on. This implies
that there should not be any one-shot-deviation at any node; thus the relationship
between backward induction and one-shot-deviation principle is established.

The following lemma, which is itself a proof of backward-induction principle,
completes the proof of one-shot-deviation principle.

5.4.4 Lemma A strategy profile σ is a SPE in the finite extensive-form game whose payoff
is given by g if and only if there is no profitable one-shot deviation.

4To be precise, the strategies should be understood as their restrictions on ΓF.
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Proof of Lemma 5.4.4 Assume that σ is not a SPE and thus there is a profitable
deviation σ̂i of player i. Then, by definition,

gi(σ̂) > gi(σ),

where σ̂ := (σ̂i, σ−i). Denote by ĥT := (â0, â1, . . . , âT−1) the history induced by σ̂.
This is a history induced by the deviation. Then for the last period of the deviation
ĥT−1 := (â0, â1, . . . , âT−2), either

gi(ĥT−1, σ̂(ĥT−1)) > gi(ĥT−1, σ(ĥT−1))

or
gi(ĥT−1, σ̂(ĥT−1)) ≤ gi(ĥT−1, σ(ĥT−1))

must hold.
If the former holds, then σ̂i is a profitable one-shot deviation from σi and thus

the proof is completed. In the latter case, σ̂i is not behaving optimally at T − 1.
Then consider the following strategy:

σT−1
i (hτ) :=

{
σ̂i(hτ) if τ ≤ T − 2
σi(hτ) if τ = T − 1

This strategy follows σ̂i for the first T − 1 periods and then follows σi; thus it is
an at-most-(T − 1) deviation from σi. Since it induces the same actions as σ̂i up to
T − 2, σT−1 := (σT−1

i , σ−i) and σ̂ induce the same history ˆhT−1. Thus

gi(σ
T−1) = gi(ĥT−1, σT−1(ĥT−1))

≥ gi(ĥT−1, σ̂(ĥT−1))

= gi(σ̂)

> gi(σ)

Thus σT−1
i is a profitable at-most-(T − 1) deviation. By induction, we can obtain a

profitable one-shot deviation. □



Chapter 6

Static Games with Incomplete
Information

In 1980s, economics has experienced two kinds of “revolutions”: one is the intro-
duction of game theory mainly to Industrial Organization and the other is so-called
economics of information. Each of the fields has provided important insights which
are now indispensable in our profession. In the following chapters, we study the
combination of these two strands of literature: we study how differences held by
strategic players might affect the social outcomes.

6.1 Incomplete and Imperfect Information

Before starting analysis, let us check our terminology. A situation of imperfect
information is one in which some player does not observe past choices by other
players (including moves by “chance,” such as an outcome of coin-flipping).

6.1.1 Example Consider a game in which players 1 and 2 guess a face of tossed coin.
They cannot observe the realization of this trial. This is a very simple case of imperfect
information. In particular, note that, while neither player knows the realization of coin flip,
they agree that the distribution of the faces of the coin are 1

2 -1
2 .

In contrast, incomplete information refers to a case in which players do not have
a (precise) knowledge about the underlying environment. In particular, the situa-
tion of asymmetric information, under which each player has their own information
not known to the other players. Examples include each player’s private taste on
particular outcomes, valuation of some goods, professional knowledge about some
topic, etc. There are several possible forms of incomplete information:

1. a player may not know what strategy the other players can choose

2. a player may not know what external shock might affect the outcome (payoffs)
in the game given the players’ strategy choices

3. a player may not know about the other players’ payoff functions, in particular,
she may not know an impact of some parameter (such as taste) that affects her
opponents’ payoffs

49
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Harsanyi (1967) argues that any of such unknown situations can be translated
to unknown parameters about payoffs.

6.1.2 Example An example of the uncertainty of the first kind is a financial constraint of
a player: for example, a player (consumer) might choose how much amount of money she
pays in return to some good. Because of financial constraint, she cannot pay the amount
larger than her budget (which is unknown to the others). This type of uncertainty can be
translated to payoff uncertainty by stipulating that the player incurs a huge negative payoff
when she pays more than she has.

An example of the second kind of uncertainty is, in an example of price competition
of heterogeneous products, quality of human capital held by the opponent firm. Given the
choice of prices, the quality of workers would decide the final outcome (profits) of the game.
This type of uncertainty can also be translated into payoff uncertainty by simply re-defining
the quality of workers as a parameter of payoff functions.

Thus we may model a situation of unknown parameters by ({1, 2}, (Θ1, Θ2)),
where we consider two-player case for simplicity. Here Θi refers to the set of possi-
ble payoff-relevant parameters.

Note that in order to evaluate their payoffs (not yet explicitly written here),
players need to form their beliefs on Θi. There is no single way to determine this
belief, i.e., players may hold any kinds of beliefs. So the set of players’ (first-order)
beliefs are

β1
i ∈ ∆Θ−i

In strategic situations, players further need to infer the other players’ strategies,
which also depend on their belief about opponents’ knowledge. Thus we need also
specify one of the (second-order) beliefs

β2
i ∈ ∆(Θ−i × ∆Θi)

As our previous studies (e.g., on rationalizability) shows, we further need to specify
a belief over players’ beliefs of the previous types. By iterating like this, we have
infinite orders of beliefs to model a situation of incomplete information. This is far
from tractable.

Harsanyi (1967) argues that we can instead construct a set of types Ti, en-
dowed with probability distribution p(t), to analyze this situation. In other words,
Harsanyi has proposed a tractable way of transforming incomplete-information
games to imperfect information games.

Now the formulation of Bayesian games is in order:

6.1.3 Definition (Bayesian Game) A Bayesian game consists of (I , (Ai), (Ti), (pi), (ui)),
where

• I = {1, 2, . . . , n} is the set of players

• Ai is the set of player i’s actions

• Ti is the set of (Harsanyi-)types
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• pi ∈ ∆ ∏ Tj is player i’s (prior) belief over types

• ui : ∏ Aj × ∏ Tj → R is player i′’s payoff function

6.1.4 Example (Cournot Duopoly with Cost Uncertainty) Consider a Cournot duopoly
with inverse demand function P(Q) = A − Q. Assume that firm 1 has a deterministic cost
function C1(q1) = 0 (i.e., unit cost is zero) while firm 1 only knows that player 2’s unit
cost is either 0 or cH(> 0). Firm 1 believes that player 2’s cost is cH with probability
µ ∈ (0, 1) and 0 with probability 1 − µ and firm 2 also knows the belief (and further, the
belief is common knowledge).

In this case, the formulation of the Bayesian game is

I = {1, 2}
Ai = [0, ∞)

T1 = {t0
1}

T2 = {tL
2 , tH

2 }

p1(t1, t2) = p2(t1, t2) =

{
µ if t1 = t0

1 and t2 = tH
2

1 − µ if t1 = t0
1 and t2 = tL

2

u1(q1, q2; t1, t2) = q1(A − q1 − q2)

u2(q1, q2; t1, t2) =

{
q2(A − q1 − q2) if t2 = tL

2

q2(A − q1 − q2 − cH) if t2 = tH
2

6.2 Construction of Types∗

In this section, we construct the types following the approach of Brandenburger
and Dekel (1993).

Let S be the underlying set of states of nature, which is interpreted as a set of all
possible contingencies regarding exogenous environment of the given situation. We
assume that S is endowed with a separable metric and let ∆S be the set of measures
on S with weak topology. With the standard result in probability theory, ∆S is also
a separable metric space.

Starting from S, we construct a set of players’ belief hierarchies. Let two players
be i and j1. The set of first-order beliefs is the set of measures on

X1 = S × ∆S.

The set of second-order beliefs is the set of measures on

X2 = S × ∆(S × ∆S)
= S × ∆X1.

1Extension to more than two players is straightforward.
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Thus, inductively, we can define the set over which nth-order beliefs are defined:

X0 = S
X1 = S × ∆X0

= S × ∆S
X2 = S × ∆X1

= S × ∆(S × ∆S)
X3 = S × ∆X2

= S × ∆(S × ∆(S × ∆S))
. . . . . . . . .

Xn = S × ∆Xn−1

The set of belief hierarchies is the Cartesian product of Xn’s:

T0 = ∏
n≥0

∆Xn

= ∆S × ∆(S × ∆S)× ∆(S × ∆(S × ∆S)× . . .
= {t = (δ1, δ2, δ3, . . . ) : δn ∈ Xn−1, n ≥ 1},

where δn in t = (δn)n≥1 denotes nth-order belief in t. We call t as a type of a player.
To be a satisfactory concept embodying a player’s belief, a type itself should be

associated with a belief (that is, a measure) on some set. This is ensured by the
following restriction:

6.2.1 Definition A type t = (δ1, δ2, . . . ) ∈ T0 is coherent if

margXn−2
δn = δn−1 for every n ≥ 2,

where margXn−2
denotes the marginal distribution on the space Xn−2.2

Coherency means that δn and δn−1 do not contradict on Xn−2. Let T1 be the set
of coherent types. Obviously T1 is a subset of T0. Now w have the following result,
which is an application of Kolmogorov’s existence theorem.

6.2.2 Proposition There is a homeomorphism3 f : T1 → ∆(S × T0).

Proof of Proposition 6.2.2 See Brandenburger and Dekel (1993). □

This proposition states that for any type t ∈ T1, we can associate a (unique)
belief over S and belief hierarchies. For example, if ti ∈ T1 is player i’s coherent

2That is, for a measurable set En−2 in Xn−2,

margXn−2
δn(En−2) = δn(En−2 × Xn−1)

3A function f : A → B is a homeomorphism if f is 1-1 and onto, f is continuous, and f−1 is
continuous. A homeomorphism preserves any topological properties between A and B.
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type, it can be associated with her belief over the states of nature S and her belief
over player j’s belief hierarchies. More precisely, the associated belief f (ti) of player
i contains

margS f (ti) : player i’s belief about the states of nature, and
margT0

f (ti) : player i’s (first-order) belief about player j’s belief hierarchy, i.e., type

To derive player i’s (second-order) belief about player j’s (first-order) belief about
player i’s beliefs, we further require that margT0

f (ti) is also associated with some
belief. Thus we need margT0

f (ti) ∈ T1. This is possible when ti ∈ T2 where

T2 = {t ∈ T1 : f (t)(S × T1) = 1}.

Because we want to make sure that our players’ beliefs include kth-order beliefs, we
define inductively

Tk = {t ∈ T1 : f (t)(S × Tk−1) = 1}

and then

T =
∩
k≥1

Tk.

Then T × T is the set of players i and j’s types in which arbitrary order of beliefs are
derived. It can be said to the set in which there is common knowledge of coherency.
This is the set we need to “close” the model of mutual beliefs.

6.2.3 Proposition There is a homeomorphism g : T → ∆(S × T).

Proof of Proposition 6.2.3 See Brandenburger and Dekel (1993). □

6.3 Bayesian Nash Equilibrium

The game tree of the above example can be drawn as
Note that player 2 has two information sets. Strategies in Bayesian games can be

easily understood by considering game trees.

6.3.1 Definition (Strategy in Bayesian Games) A (pure) strategy σi in a Bayesian game
is a function σi : Ti → Ai.

6.3.2 Definition (Bayesian Nash Equilibrium) A strategy profile σ is a Bayesian Nash
equilibrium (BNE) if for all i, ti ∈ Ti, and ai ∈ Ai,

∑
t−i

p(t−i|ti)ui(σi(ti), σ−i(t−i); ti, t−i) ≥ ∑
t−i

p(t−i|ti)ui(ai, σ−i(t−i); ti, t−i)

where p(t−i|ti) is a distribution of t−i conditional on ti.
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Given the definition, solving for the previous example is straightforward.

6.3.3 Example (Cournot Duopoly with Cost Uncertainty (Cont’d)) Since players 1 and
2 have one and two information sets, respectively, their strategies are denoted by q1, qL

2 , and
qH

2 , respectively. In BNE, each type of player plays a best response against the other players’
strategies. Note that deriving player 2’s best responses is simple (because player 1 has only
one type):

BR2(q1; tL
2 ) =

A − q1

2

BR2(q1; tH
2 ) =

A − q1 − cH

2

On the other hand, player 1 computes her best response under the belief that qL
2 and qH

2 are
played with probability 1 − q and q, respectively. Thus

BR1(qL
2 , qH

2 ) =
(1 − µ)(A − qL

2 ) + µ(A − qH
2 )

2

Solving for the equations

qL
2 =

A − q1

2

qH
2 =

A − q1 − cH

2

q1 =
(1 − µ)(A − qL

2 ) + µ(A − qH
2 )

2
,

we obtain the BNE

q1 =
A + µcH

3

qL
2 =

2A − µcH

6

qH
2 =

2A − (µ + 3)cH

6

6.4 Application: Auction

When a person has a good which she wants to sell, she needs to find out a person
who is willing to buy it. Preferably, she wants to find out a person who would buy
the good with the highest price. In such a situation, she might want to sell the good
in auction: she collects bids from a set of buyers and then decides whom to allocate
the good and how much she get from the buyer. There are a variety of such auctions,
ranging from internet auctions to government procurement, and we are interested
in how bidders’ behaviors are determined by those auction formats. Studying the
auction even enables us to consider how governments or private companies design
auction formats to maximize social welfare or revenues, the field called mechanism
design.

An excellent textbook on this field is Krishna (2009).
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6.4.1 Auction Formats

The common characteristics of auctions could be given as follows:

1. A player who has a good4 (auctioneer) has a limited knowledge about potential
buyers (bidders)’s valuations to the good.

2. The auctioneer collects bids by the bidders. The allocation of the good and the
monetary transfer to the auctioneer are determined solely based on the profile
of bids. In particular, auction should be anonymous.

There are four common auction formats:

First-Price Sealed-Bid Auction The bidders bid simultaneously and the bidder with
the highest bid wins the good. The winning bidder pays the highest bid (i.e.,
his own bid).

Second-Price Sealed-Bid Auction The bidders bid simultaneously and the bidder
with the highest bid wins the good. The winning bidder pays the second-
highest bid.

Ascending Auction Also called as English auction. The bidders gather at some
meeting place. The auctioneer starts from a low price and gradually raises
the price. The bidders show their willingness to buy the good (e.g., by rais-
ing hands). The auction stops when there is only one bidder who shows his
interest and he pays the price at that time.

Descending Auction Also called as Dutch auction. The procedure is similar except
the the auctioneer start from a high price and gradually lowers it. The auction
stops when there is a bidder who shows an interest to buy the good at some
price, which he pays.

The first two formats are static and the latter two are dynamic. In this note, we
only analyze the first two types of auctions. It is known that under our assumptions,
the two dynamic auctions are “equivalent” to the two static auctions.

6.4.2 Distributive Assumptions

Throughout we assume there are n bidders with uncertain valuations to the good
auctioned. We consider the so-called independent private value (IPV) case:

• Bidder i’s valuation of the good is denoted by vi and follows the distribution
with cumulative distribution function F and probability density function f
over an interval [0, ω] with ω > 0.

• Bidders’ valuations are independent.

• Bidders’ payoffs only depend on his own valuation.
4We only consider single-good auction.
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6.4.3 Second-Price Sealed-Bid Auction

Given our assumptions on IPV case, we have the following Bayesian game:

6.4.1 Example Assume IPV case. The second-price sealed-bid auction is formulated as a
Bayesian game (I , (Ai), (Ti), (Fi), (ui)) such that

• I = {1, 2, . . . , n}

• Ai = [0, ∞)

• Ti = [0, ω]

• Fi(v1, . . . , vi, . . . , vn) = ∏j F(vj)

• ui(b1, . . . , bi, . . . , bn; vi) =


vi−maxj ̸=i bj

k if bi = maxj bj

and k = #{m : bm = maxj bj}
0 otherwise

Finding out a BNE is rather easy because there is a BNE of weakly dominant
strategies.5

6.4.2 Proposition In second-price sealed-bid auction, a strategy σ(v) = v is weakly dom-
inant.

Proof of Proposition 6.4.2 Consider a player, say i, whose valuation is v. Let b be
player i’s bid and y := maxj ̸=i bj be the highest bid among player i’s opponents.
Consider the case b > v

• if y > b > v, then player i loses and the payoff is zero, the same as when
b = v.

• if b > y > v, then player i incurs a negative payoff, which is worse than when
b = v.

• if b > v > y, then player i incurs a positive payoff, which is the same as when
he bid b = v.

Hence it is weakly dominated by b = v.
Next Consider the case v > b

• if y > v > b, then player i loses and the payoff is zero, the same as when
b = v.

5A strategy σi is weakly dominant if

ui(ai, a−i; ti, t−i) ≥ ui(a′i, a−i; ti, t−i)

for any a′i, a−i and t, and
ui(ai, a−i; ti, t−i) > ui(a′i, a−i; ti, t−i)

for some a′−i, a−i and t.
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• if v > y > b, then player i loses and the payoff is zero while he could obtain a
positive payoff when he set b = v.

• if v > b > y, then player i obtains a positive payoff, which is the same as when
he bid b = v.

Hence it is weakly dominated by b = v. □

Intuitively, in second-price auction, a bidder’s bid only affect the probability for
the bidder to win the good but does not affect the payment the bidder has to make
when he wins. Thus bidders do not have an incentive to inflate or deflate their bids
since inflating their bids might result in “winning by mistake” and deflating results
in lower probability of winning.

6.4.3 Remark Note that there might be another equilibrium. Indeed, in second-price auc-
tion, the following strategy profile is an equilibrium:

• Choose an arbitrary player i

• i always chooses b = ω

• All the other players always choose b = 0.

Player i always wins and pay nothing, independent of value realizations. This equilibrium
is far from efficient.

6.4.4 First-Price Sealed-Bid Auction

Given our assumptions on IPV case, we have the following Bayesian game:

6.4.4 Example Assume IPV case. The first-price sealed-bid auction is formulated as a
Bayesian game (I , (Ai), (Ti), (Fi), (ui)) such that

• I = {1, 2, . . . , n}

• Ai = [0, ∞)

• Ti = [0, ω]

• Fi(v1, . . . , vi, . . . , vn) = ∏j F(vj)

• ui(b1, . . . , bi, . . . , bn; vi) =


vi−bi

k if bi = maxj bj

and k = #{m : bm = maxj bj}
0 otherwise

An important difference from the second-price auction is a bidders bid affects
the payment to the auctioneer as well as winning probability. Thus, when bidders
consider higher bids, they face a trade-off between higher winning probability and
higher payment. In this case, our analytical tool of differentiation is useful.
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In this section, we focus on a specific equilibrium that is symmetric, smooth,
monotonic, and invertible. Let β : [0, ω] → [0, ∞) be differentiable, increasing, and
invertible. Note that we can restrict attention to b < β(ω) so that β−1(b) < ω. Also
note that β(0) = 0 must hold. When player i chooses a bid b and the other bidders
follow β, his expected payoff is given by

(vi − b)Pr(b > max
j ̸=i

β(vi))

=(vi − b)Pr(b > β(max
j ̸=i

vi))

=(vi − b)Pr(β−1(b) > max
j ̸=i

vi),

where the first equality follows from monotonicity of β. Let G, g be the cumulative
distribution function and the probability density function of maxj ̸=i vi, respectively.6

Then the expression becomes

(vi − b)G(β−1(b))

The first-order condition is

(vi − b)g(β−1(b))
1

β′(β−1(b))
− G(β−1(b)) = 0

Since we are considering a symmetric equilibrium, we substitute b = β(vi). Thus

(vi − β(vi))g(vi)
1

β′(vi)
− G(vi) = 0

=⇒ β(vi)g(vi) + β′(vi)G(vi) = vig(vi)

=⇒ d
dvi

{β(vi)G(vi)} = vig(vi)

Since β(0) = 0, we obtain

β(vi)G(vi) =
∫ vi

0
vg(v)dv

=⇒ β(vi) =
1

G(vi)

∫ vi

0
vg(v)dv

Note that g(v|v ≤ vi) = g(v)/G(vi) for v ≤ vi is the conditional density of maxj ̸=i vj
on the event maxj ̸=i vj ≤ vj Thus

β(vi) = E[Y|Y ≤ vi],

where Y has the same distribution as maxj ̸=i vj.

6G(x) = F(x)n−1
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6.4.5 Example If F(v) = v (i.e., uniform distribution), then G(v) = vn−1 and g(v) =
(n − 1)vn−2. Then

β(vi) =
1

vn−1
i

∫ vi

0
(n − 1)vn−1dv

=
n − 1
vn−1

i

vn
i

n

=
n − 1

n
vi

Intuitively, bidders deflate their bids because higher bids comes at a cost of
paying much (and always obtain zero payoff).

Actually, the derivation above only shows a necessary condition (i.e., shows that
“if β is a symmetric equilibrium strategy, it must be of the form. . . ”). Given the
closed-form of β, now we are ready to show that it is indeed a BNE strategy.

6.4.6 Proposition The strategy profile in which each player follows

β(vi) = E[Y|Y ≤ vi]

constitutes a Bayesian Nash equilibrium in first-price sealed-bid auction.

Proof of Proposition 6.4.6 We assume all the players except player i follow β and
then show that following β is optimal for player i. In showing this, first note that
there is no sense in bidding b > β(ω) since bidding b = β(ω) (weakly) improves
the payoff.

Let player i’s value be v. Given invertibility and monotonicity of β, observe that
bidding b ̸= β(v) is the same as following an action corresponding to some value
of private valuation z = β−1(b) with z ̸= v. We show that this “telling a lie” is not
optimal for the player. Now denote by π(b, v) the expected payoff from bidding b
when his value is v. Then, letting z = β−1(b),

π(b, v) = (v − β(z))G(z)
= (v − E[Y|Y ≤ z])G(z)

= vG(z)−
∫ z

0
yg(y)dy

= vG(z)− zG(z) +
∫ z

0
G(y)dy

= (v − z)G(z) +
∫ z

0
G(y)dy,

where the fourth equality follows from integration by parts. His expected payoff
when he bids β(v) is π(β(v), v). Hence we want to show that

π(β(v), v) ≥ π(b, v)
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for any b ≤ β(ω). This is true since

π(β(v), v) ≥ π(b, v) =
∫ v

0
G(y)dy − (v − z)G(z)−

∫ z

0
G(y)dy

=
∫ v

z
G(y)dy − (v − z)G(z)

Since G is increasing, the expression is always nonnegative. □

6.4.5 Application of Mechanism Design to Auction Theory

One reason why auction theory is extensively studied by economists, both theoret-
ically and empirically, is the common use of auction as an institution of selling and
allocating goods. Since auctioneer has a discretion in the choice of auction formats,
it is quite natural to ask which auction format is “better.” This consideration gives
rise to the question on “mechanism design,” the field in which we consider differ-
ent rules of games under some given primitive environment to achieve a certain
(exogenous) goal.

In this note, we consider mechanism design problem in the context of auction.
For more general treatment, refer to other textbook on mechanism design. In order
to compare many auction formats, we fix the environment, which is the common
structure in the problem.

Environment

• a seller/auctioneer has an indivisible good, which she drives zero payoff.

• there are n potential buyers whose valuations to the good are not known to the
auctioneer and is believed to be independently and identically distributed ac-
cording cumulative distribution function (cdf) F and probability density func-
tion (pdf) f over the domain V , which is a compact set (and thus, a closed
interval) in the real line.

• outcomes in the environment is (possibly) random allocation of the good and
monetary transfers made to the auctioneer. Here outcomes are of the form

(q0, q1, . . . , qn; R0, t1, . . . , tn),

where j = 0 refers to the auctioneer, 1 ≤ j ≤ n refers to buyers, qj, 0 ≤ j ≤
n is the probability that player j obtains the good, R0 is the revenue of the
auctioneer, and tj is the payment player j makes to the auctioneer. We require
that (q0, q1, . . . , qn) must satisfy

0 ≤ qj ≤ 1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ n, and

∑
0≤j≤n

qj = 1
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and that (R0, t1, . . . , tn) must satisfy

∑
1≤j≤n

tj = R0.

We denote the set of (q0, q1, . . . , qn) and (R0, t1, . . . , tn) satisfying the above
conditions by Q and M, respectively.

A mechanism refers to specific auction format.

6.4.7 Definition (Mechanism) A mechanism in the auction environment is given by
((B̂i), q̂, R̂, t̂) such that

• B̂i is the set of player i’s actions,

• q̂ = (q̂j)j : B̂ → Q is an allocation function, and

• (R̂, t̂) = (R̂, (t̂j)j) : B̂ → M is a (expected) monetary-transfer function.

In auction, it may sound more intuitive that bidders are revealing there own
valuations through bids.

6.4.8 Definition (Direct Mechanism) A direct mechanism in the auction environment is
given by (q, R, t), where

• q = (qj)j : V → Q, and

• (R, t) = (R, (tj)) : V → Q.

A mechanism, coupled with he environment, defines a (Bayesian) game.

6.4.9 Definition Let ((B̂i), q̂, R̂, t̂) be a mechanism. Then the auction game induced by the
mechanism is given by a Bayesian game (I , (Ai), (Ti), (pi), (ui)), where

• I = {1, ,̇n}

• Ai = B̂i

• Ti = Vi

• pi is given by the joint (product) distribution induced by F

• ui(b; vi) = viq̂i(b)− t̂i(b)

The mechanism designer (in this case, auctioneer) has a discretion on the choice
of solution concept. In the current analysis, we consider dominant-strategy equilib-
rium.

As in the second-price auction, some auction equilibrium involves revealing the
true valuations. It turns out that this property is in a sense essential.

6.4.10 Definition (Truthful Implementation) Let (q, R, t) be a direct mechanism. It is
truthfully implementable if σ with σi(vi) = vvi is a dominant strategy equilibrium of the
induced game.
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We have the following important result:

6.4.11 Theorem (Revelation Principle) Let ((B̂i), q̂, R̂, t̂) be a mechanism and σ̂ be a
dominant-strategy equilibrium in the induced game. Then there exists a direct mechanism
(q, R, t) such that

1. (q, R, t) is truthfully implementable

2. (q̂(σ(v)), R̂(σ(v)), t̂(σ(v))) = (q(v), R(v), t(v)) for any v ∈ V .

Proof of Theorem 6.4.11 Since σ̂ is a dominant-strategy equilibrium of the game
induced by a mechanism ((B̂i), q̂, R̂, t̂), we have

viq̂i(σ̂i(vi), σ̂−i(v−i))− t̂i(σ̂i(vi), σ̂−i(v−i)) ≥ viq̂i(bi, σ̂−i(v−i))− t̂i(bi, σ̂−i(v−i))

for any i, vi, bi, and v−i. Consider v′i ∈ Vi. Since σ̂i(v′i) ∈ Vi, we have

viq̂i(σ̂i(vi), σ̂−i(v−i))− t̂i(σ̂i(vi), σ̂−i(v−i)) ≥ viq̂i(σ̂i(v′i), σ̂−i(v−i))− t̂i(σ̂i(v′i), σ̂−i(v−i))

for any i, vi, v′i, and v−i. Now define a direct mechanism (q, R, t) such that

(q(v), R(v), t(v)) := (q̂(σ̂(v)), R̂(σ̂(v)), t̂(σ̂(v))) for all v ∈ V

Then the above expression becomes

viqi(vi, v−i)− ti(vi, v−i) ≥ viqi(v′i, v−i)− ti(v′i, v−i)

for any i, vi, v′i, and v−i. This is exactly the condition that the truth-telling is a
dominant strategy. □

Thus, as far as we are interested in what is achievable in the environment, we
can restrict attention to truthfully implementable direct mechanisms.

Now we will study an implication of dominant-strategy implementation. Let
the mechanism be (q, R, t). Without loss of generality, focus on player 1. Assume
that her valuation is v and she makes a “bid” v̂ (possibly different from v). In
the following, we suppress notation for v−1 because we consider dominant-strategy
equilibrium (or, we could instead think of q and t be the “marginal” for player 1)
and also the subscript for player 1. Then her expected payoff in the induced game
is

vq(v̂)− t(v̂)

By construction, v̂ = v gives the maximum payoff. Thus

vq(v)− t(v) ≥ vq(v̂)− t(v̂) (6.1)

This is true for all v and v̂. This condition is called incentive-compatibility (IC) condi-
tion.

We have the following two implications of IC condition:
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6.4.12 Lemma If (6.1) holds,

1. q is increasing

2. Denote by u(v) = vq(v)− t(v). Then u′(v) = q(v)

Proof of Lemma 6.4.12

1. For two values v and v′, by IC condition,

vq(v)− t(v) ≥ vq(v′)− t(′)
v′q(v′)− t(v′) ≥ v′q(v)− t(v)

Adding terms, we obtain

(v − v′)q(v) ≥ (v − v′)q(v′)
=⇒ (v − v′)(q(v)− q(v′)) ≥ 0

This shows that the difference q(v)− q(v′) has the same sign as v − v′, i.e., q
is increasing.

2. The IC condition can be written as

u(v) ≥ vq(v′)− t(v′) for all v′

Then for δ > 0,

u(v + δ) ≥ (v + δ)q(v)− t(v)
=⇒ u(v + δ) ≥ u(v)− (vq(v)− t(v))(v + δ)q(v)− t(v)
=⇒ u(v + δ)− u(v) ≥ δq(v)

=⇒ u(v + δ)− u(v)
δ

≥ q(v)

and

u(v − δ) ≥ (v − δ)q(v)− t(v)
=⇒ − u(v − δ) ≤ −(v − δ)q(v) + t(v)
=⇒ u(v)− u(v − δ) ≤ vq(v)− t(v)− (v − δ)q(v) + t(v)

=⇒ u(v)− u(v − δ)

δ
≤ q(v)

Thus we obtain7

u′(v) = q(v)
7Actually, this is true only at v for which u is differentiable. It turns out that u is convex and thus

is differentiable except at countably many v.
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□

From the above result, we obtain

u(v) = u(v) +
∫ v

v
q(x)dx,

where v is the smallest element of V1. By definition of u,

t(v) = t(v) + vq(v)−
∫ v

v
q(x)dx

Since the expected payments by each bidder is independent, the expected total
payment by the bidders, or equivalently, the expected revenue to the auctioneer is
given by nE[t(v)]. Then we have the following famous theorem.

6.4.13 Theorem (Revenue Equivalence Theorem) If two auction formats

• require the same expected payments by bidders with the lowest valuations, and

• have the same allocation rules,

then the expected revenue to the auctioneer is the same for the two auction formats.

In particular, the first-price sealed-bid auction and the second-price sealed-bid
auction give the same expected revenue to the auctioneer.



Chapter 7

The Theory of Mechanism Design

7.1 The Framework

In other fields of game theory, we let the rule of the game as given. In mechanism
design, we consider different rules of games under some given primitive environ-
ment to achieve a certain (exogenous) goal for the society.

7.1.1 Example In the auction framework, the environment is that

• there is a single indivisible object held by an “auctioneer”

• there are buyers with stochastic valuations of the good

The mechanisms are auction formats.

Formally,

7.1.2 Definition An environment in a mechanism design problem is (I , X, (Θi), (pi), (ui)),
where

• I is the set of players

• X is the set of outcomes

• Θi is the set of player i’s types

• pi ∈ ∆ ∏j Θj is the prior of player i

• ui : X × ∏j Θj → R is player i’s payoff function

The social goal is embodied in social choice functions.

7.1.3 Definition (Social Choice Function) A social choice function (SCF) is a function
f : ∏j Θj → X.

A social choice function gives a desirable outcome for the society when the
“social planner” knew all the players’ types.

A mechanism specifies actions/messages that players can choose.
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7.1.4 Definition (Mechanism) A mechanism is given by ((Mi), g), where

• Mi is the set of player i’s actions/messages

• g : ∏j Mj → X is the outcome function.

The interpretation is that, if the social planner knew the realization of (ti), then
she has some desired outcome. When players’ types are private information, that
is not possible and the social planner wants to induce information from players’
actions/messages in some mechanism.

The mechanism under an environment defines a game.

7.1.5 Remark Let (I , X, (Θi), (pi), (ui)) be an environment and ((Mi), g) be a mecha-
nism. Then a Bayesian game (I , (Ai), (Θi), (pi), (ûi)) is induced, where

• I , Θi, pi are the same as original.

• Ai = Mi

• ûi(mi, m−i; θi, θ−i) = ui(θi, θ−i, g(mi, m−i))

In particular, the social planner wants to realize the outcomes given by SCF. To
realize it, we need to obtain some equilibrium in the induced game.

7.2 Implementation and Revelation Principle

We consider the following solution concept.

7.2.1 Definition (Dominant Strategy Implementation/Strategy-Proofness) A SCF f
is dominant-strategy implementable or strategy-proof if there is a mechanism and a profile
of dominant strategies (σi) in the induced game such that g(σ(θ)) = f (θ). More precisely,
the strategy profile (σi) satisfies

ûi(σi(θi), m−i; θi, θ−i) > ûi(m′
i, m−i; θi, θ−i)

for all m′
i, θi, θ−i, and m−i.

The objective of the social planner is to find out a mechanism that implements
the SCF with some desirable solution concept. Finding out such a mechanism might
seem a daunting task. Actually, we can always find one simple mechanism when-
ever finding out some is possible. This is the statement of the following well-known
result:

7.2.2 Theorem (Revelation Principle for Dominant-Strategy Implementation) Assume
that a SCF is dominant-strategy implementable by a mechanism ((Mi), g) and (σi). Then
there exists a mechanism ((M′

i), f ) of the form M′
i = Θi such that

• g(σ(θ)) = f (θ)

• σ′
i (θi) = θi is a strictly dominant strategy in the game induced by ((M′

i), f )
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The mechanism with M′
i = Θi is called a direct mechanism. If a direct mecha-

nism has a dominant strategy σ′
i (θi) = θi, we say that it is truthfully implementable.

Proof of Theorem 7.2.2 Since f is dominant-strategy implementable by a mecha-
nism ((Mi), g), there is a strategy profile σ such that

g(σ(θ)) = f (θ)

and

ûi(σi(θi), m−i; θi, θ−i) > ûi(m′
i, m−i; θi, θ−i)

for all m′
i, θi, θ−i, and m−i. Then, since σi(θ

′
i) ∈ Mi

ûi(σi(θi), m−i; θi, θ−i) > ûi(σi(θ
′
i), m−i; θi, θ−i)

⇐⇒ ui(g(σ(θ)); θi, θ−i) ≥ ui(g(σi(θ
′
i), σ−i(θ−i); θi, θ−i)

By g(σ(θ)) = f (θ),

ui( f (θ); θi, θ−i) ≥ ui( f (θ′iθ−i); θi, θ−i)

This is exactly the condition that f is truthfully implementable. □





Chapter 8

Dynamic Games with Incomplete
Information

As we have seen before, incomplete-information games can be converted to imperfect-
information games. Then we can, as in the case of static games with incomplete
information, construct a dynamic game in which types determine players’ beliefs
and payoff functions. We call such games as dynamic Bayesian games. Since such
games are also imperfect-information game with dynamics, now we need to study
another solution concept in imperfect-information games.

8.1 Motivation

In Chapter 6, we learned subgame-perfect equilibrium as a generalization of Nash
equilibrium to dynamic games. This solution concept has a drawback in its appli-
cability: it is equivalent to NE for games without a proper subgame. In particular,
this fact is problematic for Bayesian games, which usually do not have a proper
subgame.

8.1.1 Example In the game given by the tree (to be given in the class), there is no proper
subgame. Thus SPE in this game are just NE, and (L, R) and (M, L) are SPE. But (L, R)
is not plausible since R is “dominated” by L for player 2 once his information set is reached.

8.1.2 Example The above example might be solved easily without resorting any new con-
cept. In other games, this is not so: consider a modified game in which R is no longer
“dominated.”

In a general study of games, we want to analyze optimality of players’ decisions
at each information set (which is not necessarily singleton). Because players do not
know which node is reached within the information set, we need to specify players’
beliefs about which node is reached.

8.1.3 Remark We have used the word “belief” about various objects such as strategies,
payoff-relevant parameters, or even beliefs thereof. Here the beliefs about which nodes be
reached are thought of as a variant of the previous definition of beliefs since beliefs about
other players’ actions and parameters induce the belief about nodes.
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8.2 Mixed- and Behavioral Strategy

The beliefs attached by players must be consistent with strategies the players are
actually following. Thus, to analyze beliefs over nodes, it is useful to explicitly
consider randomized actions/strategies by players. We briefly study that in this
section.

Because of (possibly) multiple moves by players, there are two kinds of ran-
domized strategies players can make. For a complete treatment, see, for example,
Osborne and Rubinstein (1994).

8.2.1 Definition (Mixed Strategy) A mixed strategy is a probability distribution over
pure strategies.

8.2.2 Definition (Behavioral Strategy) A behavioral strategy is a mapping that maps an
information set to a probability distribution over actions available at the information set.

An important fact on these two notions of randomized strategies is that the two
notions are equivalent in most games we usually consider.

8.2.3 Theorem (Kuhn’s Theorem) In games of “perfect recall,” each mixed strategy has
a behavioral strategy that gives the same outcome, and vice versa.

8.3 Sequential Equilibrium

Now we study how players would assign probability to nodes. In our study of
dynamic games with incomplete information, we use a concept called assessment to
check optimality of players’ strategies and consistency of beliefs.1

8.3.1 Definition (Assessment) An assessment is a pair (β, µ), where

• β is a profile of behavioral strategies.

• µ is a belief function that maps each information set to probability distribution over
the nodes in the information set.

Rationality requirement of this case is fairly straightforward.

8.3.2 Definition (Sequential Rationality) An assessment (β, µ) is sequentially ratio-
nal if for any player i and his information set Ii, player i’s behavioral strategy at Ii maximizes
the player i’s payoff conditional on reaching at Ii and the players’ strategies β.

For a consistency requirement for beliefs, we need some elaboration. Basic re-
quirements are as follows:

Requirement The belief about nodes must be consistent with other players’ actions
taken in the past, in particular, the belief about nodes must be derived from
Bayes’ rule as much as possible.

1There are several possible formulations for the concepts given in this section. Here I provide
what I think is the most commonly used.
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This requirement is important and reasonable, but is sometimes difficult to ap-
ply in game-theoretic models since endogenous zero-probability events occurs very
frequently.

8.3.3 Example Consider the game tree (to be given in the class). In action profile (M, L),
consistent belief would be “M with probability 1.” The belief of player 2 could be thought of
as “consistent” since the conditional probability of reaching at the node after M is

Pr(M)

Pr(M) + Pr(R)
= 1.

On the other hand, in action profile (L, R), computing a consistent belief at the in-
formation set is impossible since the information set is not reached and Bayes’ rule is not
applicable.

One way to avoid this is to mechanically require any node to be reached with
positive probability. This is done by considering the following class of strategies.

8.3.4 Definition (Completely Mixed Strategy) A behavioral strategy is completely mixed
if it assigns positive probability to any action at any information set.

If all players use completely mixed strategies, then any node is reached with
positive probability, which enables us to apply Bayes’ rule everywhere in the game.
Then the consistency of assessment (which may not arise from completely mixed
strategies) can be defined by having such assessment with completely mixed strate-
gies arbitrarily “nearby.”

8.3.5 Definition (Consistent Assessment) An assessment (β, µ) is consistent if there
exists a sequence (βn, µn) of assessments such that

1. for all n, βn is a profile of completely mixed strategies,

2. for all n, µn is derived by βn, and

3. (βn, µn) → (β, µ).

8.3.6 Remark The consistency assumption given here is rather technical and, though it has
an interpretation that “the assessment must be approximated by a reasonable (i.e., Bayes-
consistent) assessment,” it may not seem plausible for an equilibrium condition. Kreps and
Wilson (1982) draw the motivation of the consistency condition from another condition in
which any zero-probability history can be justified by other Bayes-consistent assessment
(called structural consistency). While they argued that consistency implies structural con-
sistency, it turned out that this is not the case. For the discussion, see Kreps and Ramey
(1987).

Finally the solution concept, sequential equilibrium, is obtained when we com-
bine the rationality and consistency conditions together.

8.3.7 Definition (Sequential Equilibrium (Kreps and WIlson, 1982)) An assessment
(β, µ) is a sequential equilibrium (SE) if it is sequentially rational and consistent.
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8.3.8 Remark Note that, as can be seen from the definition, sequential rationality is only
required for the assessment in question and not for the sequence of assessments approximat-
ing it.

8.4 Application to Signaling Games

When we consider specific examples of dynamic Bayesian games, using a simpler
and weaker solution concept is useful. The solution concept, Perfect Bayesian equi-
librium (PBE), can be thought of as a simplification of SE and in many important
games it is equivalent to SE.

Consider the following class of incomplete-information games.

8.4.1 Definition (Signaling Game) Assume that there are two players, Sender and Re-
ceiver. Sender is of one of several types, whose set denoted by TS. There is no incomplete
information on Receiver’s side, i.e., there is only one type for Receiver. The Sender chooses
message to communicate his private information to Receiver. The order of events in the game
is as follows:

1. The chance move determines Sender’s type tS ∈ TS.

2. Sender, knowing his type, sends a message m ∈ M.

3. Receiver, only observing the message from Sender, chooses an action a ∈ A.

4. Sender’s payoff uS(m, a; tS) and Receiver’s payoff uR(a; tS) realize.

In this class of games, the only uncertainty is Sender’s type and the belief about
Sender’s type induces Receiver’s belief about the nodes. Thus we have the following
parsimonious definition of the solution concept.

8.4.2 Definition (Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium for Signaling Games) A Perfect Bayesian
equilibrium (PBE) consists of (σS, σR, b), where σS : TS → ∆M is a strategy of Sender,
σR : M → ∆A is a strategy of Receiver, and b : M → ∆TS is Receiver’s belief, if the
following conditions are satisfied:

Sender Optimality For all tS ∈ TS and m ∈ M,

uS(σS(tS), σR(σS(tS)); tS) ≥ uS(m, σR(m); tS)

Receiver Optimality For all m ∈ M,2

uR(σR(m); b(m)) ≥ uR(a; b(m))

2Here, uR(a; b(m)) is the expected payoff with respect to the belief b(m). More precisely,

uR(a; b(m)) = ∑
tS∈TS

b(m)(tS)uR(a; tS),

where b(m)(tS) is the probability that b(m) assigns to tS.
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Consistency of Beliefs If σS = m for some tS ∈ TS, b(m) is computed by the Bayes’
rule.

It can be shown that in signaling games, PBE coincides with SE (see Osborne
and Rubinstein (1994)).

8.4.1 Education Choice

Suppose that there are (a set of) potential workers and (at least) two companies.
The workers first make an educational choice, after which they apply for a job to
a company. Assume that the labor market is competitive and the companies must
offer the same wage for workers with the same education level.

Suppose for simplicity that there are two types of workers, of high-ability (H)
and low ability (L), and that the productivity of a match between a worker and a
company depends only on the worker’s (innate) ability.3 However, workers’ abilities
are not observable to the companies. Instead, the workers can send information by
making an educational choice, which is observable (and verifiable) to companies.
Since completing a degree is easier for high-ability workers, high- and low-ability
workers incur different costs from the same educational choice.

Now consider the following game:

1. the innate ability of a worker (call “he”) is chosen by the chance move with
probability µ for H and 1 − µ for L.

2. Having observed his ability, the worker makes a choice between bachelor de-
gree, B, and Master degree, M.

3. The company (call “she”) observes the worker’s degree and then decides
which kinds of tasks she assigns to him. The task is either “Difficult but
Highly Paid” (D) or “Easy and low-paying” (E).

Our interest is when there is an equilibrium such that workers with different
types choose different signals and when they would choose same signals. We have
the following categorization for equilibria in signaling games:

8.4.3 Definition A perfect Bayesian equilibrium in a signaling game is called separating
(or fully-revealing) if any two different types of senders send different messages in equilib-
rium. If a PBE in a signaling game entails the same messages sent by any types of senders,
then it is called a pooling equilibrium. When some type of sender (possibly randomly)
sends the same signal as the other type in a PBE, then the equilibrium is called hybrid.

8.4.2 Separating and Pooling Equilibria

Now consider the following assessment (σw, σc, b):

3This assumption is made only for simplicity. If education improves productivity, it only strength-
ens the implication of the model.
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1. The worker’s strategy:

σw(tw) =

{
M if tw = H
B if tw = L

2. The company’s strategy:

σc(m) =

{
D if m = M
E if m = B

3. The company’s belief: {
b(M)(H) = 1
b(M)(L) = 0{
b(B)(H) = 0
b(B)(L) = 1

It is easy to show that this assessment constitutes a PBE.
Next we turn to existence of pooling equilibrium. Note that there is no pooling

equilibrium in which both types of workers choose M because the cost for type-L
worker to choose M is too high. Thus we consider the following strategy profile
(σw, σc, b):

1. The worker’s strategy:

σw(tw) = B for tw = L, H

2. The company’s strategy:

σc(m) = E for m = M, B

3. The company’s belief: {
b(B)(H) = µ

b(B)(L) = 1 − µ{
b(M)(H) = 0
b(M)(L) = 1

8.4.4 Proposition The assessment given above is a PBE if µ ≤ 1
3 .

To show this, first note that consistency of beliefs4 and optimality for the worker
is easily shown. For the optimality of the company, the case of the information

4At the information set after B, it is easy. The belief at the information set after M is vacuously
true since Bayes’ rule cannot be applied.
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set after B is obvious. The case of the information set after M, she obtains payoff
2µ − (1 − µ) = 3µ − 1 if she chooses D while she obtains 0 by choosing E. Thus she
chooses E if and only if µ ≤ 1

3 . This gives the result.
In the education-choice example, an interesting result is on the separating equi-

librium. Since there is a difference of costs of in education between types, the
higher-ability type, who incurs less cost in education, (spontaneously) chooses
to distinguish himself from the low-ability type, whose cost of education is pro-
hibitively high.
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